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Abstract 
 

Mobile phones drive social and cultural change all over the world, including changes in 

journalistic practices. This Master thesis explores the mobile phone as a professional 

storytelling tool, through the lived experience of mobile journalists in Norway, Uganda and 

Bangladesh. 

 

The focus of the study is on production of media content, and it was conducted using a 

practical-theoretical approach. The practical part involved the making of MOJO! A mobile 

documentary about mobile journalism, filmed on two iPhones between 2018-2020. The 

theoretical thesis is a reflection on, and analysis of, the documentary process, in light of 

relevant media theory and research.  

 

By interviewing, observing and documenting the work of mobile journalists in different 

countries and contexts, this Master project hopes to contribute to a broader understanding of 

mobile journalism as a practice.  

 

View MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile journalism 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdFPkAGF-RP6r39h7WhhySarbkmCwZKYF 

 

For English subtitles, go to Settings:    
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 

  

1.1. Motivation for thesis  

Between 2003-2007, I worked as a journalist at the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation 

(NRK), Norway’s state broadcaster and biggest media house. Producing TV reports required 

several professionals with specialised skills; a journalist, a sound technician, and a 

photographer. The equipment consisted of a big heavy ENG (electronic news gathering) 

camera, sound recording equipment, and camera stands, batteries and cables. We transported 

ourselves and the equipment using an NRK car. After shooting, we drove back to the station 

where the footage was transferred to the stationary computers in the editing room. During 

editing, I would sit next to the cameraman and choose the best clips for the story, write the 

script and record the voice-overs. After the compulsory quality check by my editor, the report 

was broadcasted to the Norwegian public on linear TV. Technically and visually, this process 

ensured a highly professional end product, but it took a lot of time and resources to make.  

 

Today, a journalist can do the end-to end production all by herself, using only a smartphone. 

The reason is that the mobile phone is not just a phone, but has in fact become a notebook, 

wallet and bank, as well as a sound system, radio, TV and camera. Over the years, rapid 

developments within mobile technology have transformed rich countries and developing 

economies alike. For instance, Sub-Saharan African has for years had the highest mobile 

connection growth rate in the world (GSMA, 2019) “allowing Africans “to skip the landline 

stage of development and jump right to the digital age.” (Pew Research Centre, 2014)  

 

One result is that mobile phones have played a huge role in societal development in Africa, 

where millions of people are excluded from the formal banking system. Instead, 

telecommunications companies offer mobile banking services and phone based ‘wallets’ for 

the poor and low-income masses who do not qualify to have traditional bank accounts 

(Mabweazara 2015:2). According to Mabweazara the spread of mobile phones across socio-

economic classes in Africa has proved ‘critical in shaping everyday life far more than the 

Internet, which has represented the most widely discussed and perhaps most significant 

manifestation of the new media’ (Mabweazara 2011 in 2015:2).  
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As with previous historical inventions, like the print press, as well as electronic and digital 

technologies, the prevalence of smartphones has opened up new opportunities for journalism. 

Deuze and Witschge (2018:177) see the field of journalism “as a moving object and as a 

dynamic set of practices and expectations – a profession in a permanent process of 

becoming”. With globalisation, and the fast-paced technological and structural changes that 

are affecting journalism today, they argue that there is no longer a strict boundary between the 

centre and periphery of journalism, and between audiences and producers of media content. 

The reason is, as one of my informants put it; “everyone has a mobile phone, and that means 

everyone can be a storyteller” (Sumaya Omar, April 18th, 2018). 

 

As private individuals, most of us use our phones to take photos, shoot videos and update 

friends and family in social media. In addition, the practice of using the mobile phone as a 

professional journalistic tool is also widespread, wherever mobile technology is present, both 

geographically, and within different types of media (Westlund 2013:16). In 2018, the most 

popular courses at the Institute for Journalism in Fredrikstad, Norway were “Learn how to 

make video by mobile” and “Videojournalist by iPhone” (Aarli-Grøndalen, 2019). Today, 

mobile phones are increasingly integrated into news production, not least at my former 

employer Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK).  When asked what she considers to 

be her most important journalistic tool, former Berlin-correspondent Guri Nordstrøm replied: 

“Iphone”, because of its ability to go live on air, record happenings, take still photos and surf 

the internet, all in one device (Gjestvang, 2017). 

 

In the research phase of this project, I found less journalism research focusing on mobile 

journalism and mobile reporting that I had imagined, considering how widespread the practice 

has become. One reason might be that the individuals conducting mobile journalism are very 

diverse, from broadcast journalists to bloggers, political activists and ordinary citizens 

working in the periphery of journalism, or at the intersection of journalism and activism. At 

the activist end of the spectrum, far opposite from NRK, we find for instance Raqqa is being 

Slaughtered Silently, a group of Syrian citizens reporting on human rights abuses by 

Daesh/ISIL (Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant) and the regime of Bashar Al-Assad, 

president of Syria. For them, the mobile phone represents a vital tool for documenting events 

in areas where broadcast journalists are absent, thus bringing forward stories that might 

otherwise go untold.  
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Groups like these seem to get more media attraction, than academic attention. One reason 

might be because the academy has had a tendency to focus on “elite, national, or metropolitan 

media organizations” and it follows that “studying the experience of journalists in under-

researched media, occupational roles and regions would also contribute to challenging 

prevailing power relations in the world, reproduced in scholarship” (Wahl-Jorgensen and 

Hanitzsch 2009:12-13).  

 

When I started working as a journalist in the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) 

many years ago, I did not have a degree in journalism, but learned the craft through what is 

commonly called “learning-by doing”. Because of that, I never felt comfortable calling myself 

a journalist, but instead I said: “I work as a journalist”. In that sense, I focused on the practice, 

instead of on the title. Looking at mobile journalism, it is in fact a practice that does not 

require formal education, and because the practitioners are so diverse, mobile journalism does 

in fact challenge existing ideas about journalism, and who may call herself a journalist. Deuze 

and Witschge (2018:177) argue that there is a need to look beyond the traditional definitions 

of journalism, and ground research more solidly in the lived experience of journalists and the 

act of doing journalism. That is precisely what this thesis tries to do. By focusing on the lived 

experience of mobile journalists in different media, countries and occupational roles, I hope to 

find out what characterises mobile journalism as a practice. 

 

Journalism is a form of creative work, and creativity plays a part in all aspects of the 

journalistic process, from idea to production, promotion and finding creative ways to engage 

the audience (Deuze 2019:131). The creative aspect is why I was attracted to journalism in the 

first place and is also one of my main motivations for this project. By making a mobile 

documentary about mobile journalism, I gained first-hand experience of the technical, 

practical and creative aspects of mobile reporting, and engaged with a diverse group of 

mobile journalists from both big broadcasters as well as “under-researched media, 

occupational roles and regions” (Wahl-Jorgensen and Hanitzsch 2009:12-13)  

  

1.2. What is mobile journalism? History and definition  

Mobile journalism is an innovative form of reporting, where people use only a smartphone to 

create and file stories. These stories are most often videos, but they can also be audio reports 

or slideshows or photos and text (Burum & Quinn, 2016).     
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Burum and Quinn describe very precisely the diversity of mobile journalism, and how 

smartphones generate a wide variety of content and storytelling formats. Furthermore, The 

Mobile Journalism Manual, an online platform for reporters and newsrooms, describe the 

mobile phone as “a production studio in your pocket”. The reason is that smartphones have 

many of the same functions as traditional production equipment, but they are much cheaper, 

lighter and smaller. Over the years, they have become increasingly sophisticated, with high 

definition video and picture quality, as well as applications that allow us to record sound, as 

well as film, edit, and even go live on air from the same device (Westlund 2013:7). These 

qualities make the phone a practical tool for journalists wishing to get close to people and 

unfolding events in different socio-economic environments (Quinn 2012:10).  

 

In an old YouTube interview from June 18, 2008, mojo pioneer Dr. Stephen Quinn says: “The 

Swiss army knife is a great tool, if you ́ve got nothing else. The mobile phone is a great tool, 

if you ́ve got nothing else.” He was referring to the international news agency Reuters, who in 

2007 equipped a group of journalists with mobile phones aimed at creating media content. 

Reuter´s initial motivation was simply taking “... a mobile phone off the shelf and see if it 

could be adapted for reporting”, but they did not foresee what many today call “the mojo 

revolution” (Burum, 2016). At the time, Reuters, The Telegraph and BBC, who were also 

experimenting with mobile journalism, all took the stand that mobile journalism had great 

potential but would not replace established media technologies (Quinn in Clarke & Bromley 

2012:82).  

 

Reuters is often credited as being the first professional news agency to take on mobile 

reporting, but there were in fact several others doing it around the same time, among them a 

Kenyan journalist called Evans Wafula. A TV report from 2007 gives an interesting glimpse 

into the early stages of mobile reporting in Africa, as we see Wafula filming and doing 

interviews in the Kibera slum in Nairobi, and uploading his report to a server in Holland, all 

using his Nokia N73 (Rocketboom, 2007). Wafula was part of the Voices of Africa project 

which launched mobile journalism in South Africa, Mozambique, Ghana and Kenya in 2007 

(Luft 2007).  

  

Today, mobile phones are widely used as a journalistic tool, and not just for journalists who 

have “nothing else” as Quinn (2008) put it. For many professional journalists, it has in fact 

become the preferred option. One example is a series of photographic portraits called ‘Firsts’, 
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published in Time Magazine in 2017. The women portrayed included celebrities like soul 

singer Aretha Franklin, politician Hillary Clinton, tennis star Serena Williams and others who 

were first in their field. The topic itself was not groundbreaking, but the process of making the 

photo series was; all the portraits were shot using only mobile phones: 

  

I bought my first iPhone in 2012. It was just a complement to my work back then (..) 

Now, my heavy camera is the complement (..) I went from carrying a camera only 

when I was on assignment, to carrying a camera in my pocket every single day. 

Suddenly I was able to make great pictures anytime, anywhere, without the stress of 

carrying a bag full of lenses, cards and batteries (Photographer Louisa Dörr in Pollack, 

2017). 

  

Just because anyone can use a smartphone to produce a story, it does not mean that every 

story produced on a smartphone deserves the label mobile journalism. Mobile journalism can 

be defined as “all journalistic practices that involve the use of mobile devices (such as tablets 

or smartphones)” (Álvarez 2017:464). This definition excludes private mobile videos and 

personal social media content. Instead Álvarez defines it as a professional practice, which is 

also the focus of this thesis. Professional mobile journalism comes in different shapes and 

forms and appears in a wide array of formats and publications. What was once a sub-culture 

of journalism is gaining momentum and swiftly moving into the mainstream (El Nagar, 

2016). 

 

1.3. Who are the “mojos” - the mobile journalists? 

The term mojo does not only refer to mobile journalism as a genre and a tool. It also refers to 

the person creating it, the mobile journalist, the mojo. In addition, it emphasises the mobility 

of the journalist - instead of operating from a stationary office desk, newsroom or studio, a 

mojo is always on the move, on the go (Burum and Quinn 2016:12). This thesis will make use 

of the term mojo in several such contexts. 

  

Mobile journalists today are equipped with smartphones, but the role they play has similarities 

with other types of reports from the previous century. One example is the John F. Kennedy 

assasination in 1963. Burum (in Burum & Quinn 2016:35) calls the iconic 26 second footage 

of the incident a product of an “accidental citizen witness”, someone who happened to be at 

the right place at the right time. The footage was shot by Dallas dressmaker Abraham 
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Zapruder on his private 8mm Bell and Howell Zoomatic. He set out to capture a glimpse of 

the President’s visit and ended up documenting a political murder.  

 

Zapruder’s footage became world history, marking “the predawn of the viral video age – 

ordinary citizens with cameras documenting extraordinary events.” (South China Morning 

Post/Washington Post, 2018) In that sense, the footage from the Kennedy assasination is an 

early example of what we call ‘user generated content’ (UGC), a widely used source for 

professional media houses today. But Burum suggests that not all such footage is in itself “an 

act of constructed journalism” (in Burum & Quinn 2016:36) but defines mobile journalism as 

“mobile content produced to a broadcast ready state” (Burum in Burum & Quinn 2016:39). 

That implies that mobile content requires some sort of professional narration, shaping or 

curation in order to become mobile journalism.  

 

So what is journalism, and are mojos really journalists? There is no clear answer to that, 

because “key concepts such as ‘journalism’ and ‘journalist,’ once taken for granted, are now 

subject to constant challenge and contestation” (Wahl–Jørgensen & Hanitzsch 2019:7). For 

that reason, the designers of the global survey uses the following definition: 

 

Journalists are individuals who contribute journalistic content to news outlets, either as 

employees or freelancers, and who earn at least half of their income from their work 

for news organisations (Hanitzsch et al 2019:9).  

 

That definition is most useful to this Master project, because it takes into account that mobile 

journalists are not bound together by similar education, formal employment status, or one 

universal ideology. They form a broad spectrum of individuals who are situated at all levels of 

society, within, outside and at the fringes of the formal media sector. What they do share is an 

occupational practice that can be summed up as “I do journalism, therefore I am a journalist”. 

In this new and converged media landscape, smartphones with internet connectivity and 

cameras constitute a “game changer” (Westlund 2013:16), leading to two main developments: 

Legacy media adopting mobile journalism, and rapid growth in citizen journalism (Westlund 

2013:14).  

 

Based on this, I concentrate my thesis on mojo practitioners in precisely those two categories: 

mobile journalists employed at legacy newspapers or broadcasters, and mobile citizen 
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journalists reporting for professional media outlets. The mojo practitioners I interviewed have 

varying educational and professional backgrounds, and work in a wide variety of formats, 

such as audio, video, text and photography. What they have in common is that they are more 

than “accidental citizen witnesses” like Zapruder, who simply supply media with raw 

materials. These individuals base their work on journalistic values, and master technical and 

journalistic skills to research, record and edit their material. In this context, I will use a 

functional definition, and call them mobile journalists, or mojos.  

 

2. CHAPTER TWO:  PRACTICAL-THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK 
 

2.1. Hypothesis and research question 

Journalism has always been shaped by technology, from Gutenberg’s printing press 

and Alexander Graham Bell’s invention of the telephone, to the emergence of the world wide 

web and digital devices. Such innovations have shaped journalism in at least four ways: 

journalistic practice, journalistic content, the structure and organisation of the newsroom, 

and the relationship between media organisations and their publics (Pavlik 2000:229). 

According to Krotz (in Lundby 2014:155) such changes appear as people use technologies 

and discover that their possibilities and functions are helpful for them. In the process, 

technologies become media.  

Andreas Hepp (2013: 54-57) describes media as a “moulding force” with“a particular 

potential for action” - not because of their material structure, but because of ”appropriation” - 

the way people use these objects and technologies for communication. Looking at these 

definitions, it is obvious that mobile phones are media - but their mere existence is not what 

makes them media. In short, mobile phones require some kind of human agency to become a 

medium; they become media through the way they are activated. The mobile phone has 

developed from a relatively simple communication tool, to a full-fledged digital production 

unit. In that sense, we can assume that mobile phones contribute to changes in media content, 

journalistic practice, newsroom organisation and the relationship between media organisations 

and their publics, as suggested by Pavlik (2000).  
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In the context of this thesis, a very basic, but central question is whether mobile journalism is 

in fact any different from other types of journalism. This leads me to my research question: Is 

mobile journalism a new form of journalism, or is it just a new tool?   

The research question draws up a distinction between journalism as a profession on one hand, 

and on the other; as a tool and a technology. In order to answer my research question, I will 

apply a practical-theoretical approach: studying mobile journalism, by doing mobile 

journalism.  

 

2.2. Theoretical framework 

Globally, mobile technology has wide implications for both culture, economy and society. 

This thesis draws on media articles, theories on the ideology of journalism, as well as 

academic research on global journalism, mobile journalism, and the relationship between 

journalism and technology. In the following, I will give a short presentation of the main 

scholars referred to in this thesis. 

 

To help me investigate my research question, my main theoretical framework is the work of 

Mark Deuze, especially his work on journalism ideology and the professional identity of 

journalists (Deuze 2005). According to Deuze and Witschge (2018:166) “journalism is 

transitioning from a more or less coherent industry to a highly varied and diverse range of 

practices”, and mobile journalism seems to be one of them. Deuze and Witschge also offer 

interesting and highly levant critique of traditional scholarly definitions of journalism, which 

are useful when studying the diverse practice of mobile journalism. In addition, I include an 

article on creativity (Deuze 2019), as the creative aspect is one of my main motivations for 

conducting this practical study of mobile journalism. 

 

Furthermore, I find Worlds of Journalism: Journalistic Cultures Around the Globe (Hanitzsch 

et al 2019, eds) useful, as my project also has a global and cross-cultural dimension. The 

editors point out that there is no “universally accepted jurisdiction over the journalism’s 

boundaries”, as little as there is a universal definition of who is a journalist, and thus opt for a 

functional definition of journalism which suits my project well. 

 

The thesis makes use of a number of different articles on the relationship between technology 

and journalism; from Westlund’s article on mobile news (2013), to Pavlik’s The impact of 
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technology on journalism (2000), and not least; Why Journalism Is About More Than Digital 

Technology (Zelizer 2019). Although some of these articles are actually about digitalisation, 

the principal issues they raise are just as relevant to mobile technology. Zelizer’s article 

especially feeds straight into my research question, as she discusses whether journalistic craft 

is something separate from the tool or technology, itself.  

 

Because my project is international, I included some scholarly articles on mobile journalism 

that could put my study into context; for instance Mabweazara (2015) African digital cultures, 

practices and emerging forms of citizen engagement proved useful, as did Nyirubugara’s 

grassroots perspective in Mobile Community Reporting (2014). Both the original publication 

from 2009 and the newest edition of The handbook of journalism studies (2019) are cited 

numerous times in the thesis, especially the chapters dealing with power relations, both within 

media and the academy researching that field (Wahl-Jorgensen, K., & Hanitzsch eds. 2009 

and 2019). I find their approach useful as mobile journalism seems to challenge existing 

power structures and definitions within the field of journalism. 

 

The process of interviewing mobile journalism practitioners across and geographical and 

organizational boundaries involves a flexible and dynamic approach to interviewing, and I 

found the following concepts useful: the interviewer as a miner, and the interviewer as a 

traveler (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:57). The miner sees knowledge as a pre-exisiting truth, 

whereas the traveler metaphor implies regarding interviews more as a conversation, where 

interviews and analysis are intertwined phases of a collective and process-oriented knowledge 

construction (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:57-58).  

 

This thesis is based on reflective practice and reflexive research, as described in Sarah 

Niblock’s article From knowing how to being able (2007). The article introduced me to 

“reflection-in-action” and “reflection-on-action”, concepts established by Schön (1983) in his 

book The reflective practitioner - how professionals think in action. By attempting to bridge 

the gap between scholarship on one side, and knowledge derived from practical experience on 

the other, these two concepts offer a useful framework to analyse the different stages in my 

practical-theoretical project.  

 

Finally, the practical and creative documentary process was guided by Kalow (2011) and her 

step-by step guide Visual Storytelling: The Digital Video Documentary which is aimed at 
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“making a low-budget video with a one-person crew”. This e-book was written particularly 

for documentarists working with camcorders, DSLRs, and cell phones, and provides hands-on 

practical input advice that proved useful to this project. 

 

The focus of this thesis is not on mobile consumption of media content, but on production. 

Wishing to use both my journalistic and academic skills, I decided to investigate the Master 

topic using a practical approach. In that process, I got the opportunity to experience first-hand 

the mobile phone as a professional production tool. The following describes my motivation 

for choosing the practical method that I named “studying mobile journalism by doing mobile 

journalism”.   

 

2.3. Practical method: Studying mobile journalism by doing mobile 

journalism 

Although journalism can be analysed theoretically, in my experience the occupation is in 

itself highly practical. Whether working in print or broadcast media, with traditional 

equipment or with smartphones, journalists constantly deal with practical issues, such as 

deadlines, logistics, getting hold of sources, managing technical equipment and so on.  

Following that, journalists don’t make decisions based on academic theories. They reflect and 

make choices based on knowledge attained through practical experience. In fact, academic 

theory is based on practice, not the other way around, and more attention should be paid to the 

practical and logical reflection inherent in the practice of journalism (Niblock 2007:24). 

 

To me, it makes sense then, that using a practical approach can give valuable insight into the 

practice of mobile journalism. At the University of Oslo, a practical Master thesis is defined 

as a piece of independent research, conducted under supervision, and consisting of two parts; 

a practical journalistic production, and a critical, theoretical reflection of that same 

production. The two parts are interrelated and the theoretical analysis takes its point of 

departure from the practical journalistic process. In that sense, this thesis is part of an 

emergence of practice-based theses, professional doctorates as well as journalism practice-as-

research (Niblock, 2007:22). 

Having seen a lot of short mobile footage in news and social media, I thought to myself: Why 

not try to tell a longer story with the mobile phone? The practical part of this thesis consists of 

the making of MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile journalism, filmed with my 
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mobile phone in Norway, Uganda and Bangladesh between 2018-2020. The documentary can 

be described as “mobile video-journalism”, a composed word that refers to the mobile version 

of journalism generally, and the audiovisual format specifically. Mobile video-journalism is 

produced with mobile devices, and “respects the basic rules of journalistic production” 

(Álvarez 2017:464). I chose this format because it meant I could base my work on skills I had 

achieved during my former employment as a TV journalist at the Norwegian broadcaster 

NRK. The difference was that when I was employed at NRK, the cameraman and the sound 

technician were specialists with their own distinct and separate roles. In this mojo project, 

I was on my own, and had to cover all roles myself: camerawoman, sound technician, 

logistics manager and storyteller.  

As a mojo, I was literally left to my own devices. At the same time, that very autonomy gave 

ample room for creativity. According to Deuze (2019) journalism is a form of creative work, 

and the possibility to be creative was one of my main motivations for doing the project. In my 

experience, the hectic news production cycle and the traditional news format criteria leave 

journalists with little opportunity to be creative, whereas feature stories and the documentary 

format open up for a wide variety of oral and visual storytelling techniques, and the 

opportunity to use a personal style and approach. I see my process as an expression of how 

journalism becomes more creative as it adapts to new technology, formats and storytelling 

modes (Prenger and Deuze 2017, in Deuze 2019:131).  

According to Westlund’s article on mobile news (2013:22), future research should involve 

mixed approaches and methods, as well as cross-cultural comparisons rather than national 

studies. The making of the mobile documentary MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile 

journalism does in fact combine cross-cultural comparisons, and mixed methods, because it is 

based on a practical-theoretical approach. Whereas the term “mixed methods” often applies to 

studies that combine both quantitative and qualitative methods, this study combines several 

different qualitative methods: practical work, observation and qualitative interviews. The 

reason is that my aim was not to document quantity, reach or scope of mobile journalism, but 

to better understand mobile journalism as a phenomenon, through the lived experience of 

mojos around the world.  

In that sense, my study generated empirical data from two sources: my own practical 

experience working as a mojo with my mobile phone, as well as information from media 

professionals and mojo practitioners in Norway, Uganda and Bangladesh. Together, these 
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activities form the core content of the documentary, as well as provide qualitative data for this 

academic analysis.  

2.4. Case Study Protocol  

This Master project takes its point of departure from the practical process of making a 

documentary with a mobile phone. In addition, it involves carrying out journalistic interviews 

in different countries, and in that sense, resembles an academic multiple case study (Yin 

2014) Furthermore, I wanted the interviews to not only function as content for the journalistic 

documentary, but also provide data for the academic thesis. The complexity prompted me to 

make a Case Study Protocol, so as to have a general “map” over the overall project.  

 

Such protocols are designed to give an overview of the objectives and ethical aspects of the 

project, aiming to ensure reliability and consistency in the data collection (Yin 2014:84). In 

my case, the protocol helped me structure my project in advance, and keep me on track in the 

different stages of the project. In order to raise the quality and “construct validity” of the 

project, I strived to follow these basic principles, as laid out by Yin (2014:105):  

  

1. Using multiple sources of evidence: This thesis is based on my own practical 

investigation (making the documentary), interviews (with media professionals and 

journalists), direct observation (filming unfolding events, observing journalists at 

work etc) and documents (relevant media articles, academic literature etc. about 

journalism and mojo practices),   

2. Creating a case study database: All relevant documents, raw footage from interviews 

and observations, field notes and other documents are compiled in the cloud storage 

service Dropbox, organised in different case folders. 

3. Maintaining a chain of evidence: Citations and footnotes are quoted with reference to 

author, publication, and page number, and reference to interviews marked with date 

and name of interviewee. 

4. Exercising care in using data from electronic sources. I based the thesis on reports, 

articles and data from established international media organisations, research 

databases and organisations, and marked the date I downloaded the data. 

 

The Case Study Protocol is attached as an appendix at the back of this thesis.            
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3. CHAPTER THREE: PLANNING THE DOCUMENTARY 
 

3.1. Narrowing down 

One of the first things a documentarist must do is narrow down the broad theme that 

characterizes the beginning stages of a project, to a manageable, and watchable, size (Kalow 

2011:22). The challenge of narrowing down is something digital documentarists, journalists 

and academics all have in common. 

 

In the initial research phase, I read media articles about mobile journalism around the world 

and became interested in the broad spectrum of mojo practitioners, as well as the different 

reasons for taking up mobile reporting. For instance it seems like many journalists in The 

Global South do so mainly because they lack professional journalistic production equipment, 

whereas big media houses with plenty of resources use it more as a supplement to other 

production tools, and because it gives them a competitive edge. My challenge was that mobile 

journalism is a widespread global practice, and obviously, I could not make this Master 

project a global study. Nonetheless I wanted to find out why journalists from such different 

cultural and socio-economic contexts use the mobile phone as a journalistic tool. In order to 

do so, I had to reduce ‘global’ to a manageable size. 

 

I decided to narrow down to three different ‘cases’, by focusing on the lived experience of 

mobile journalists in three different countries: Norway, Bangladesh and Uganda. According 

to United Nations, Norway is ranked as a high-income country, Bangladesh as lower-middle 

income, and Uganda as low income (World Economic Situation and Prospects 2018:144). The 

chosen cases provide a demographic and sociological variety, as well as varying forms of 

media organisations, from print media, to community radio and state broadcaster.  

 

In total, the cases provide more than enough material to create a compelling documentary, as 

well as illustrate the global nature of mobile journalism. In the following, I present the chosen 

cases in further detail. 
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3.2. Case 1: Prothom Alo - newspaper in Bangladesh 

Population Bangladesh: 163 046 million (UN Data 2019)  

Mobile cellular subscriptions per 100 people: 100 (World Bank, 2018) 

Media landscape: After TV, newspapers are the second most widespread medium.  

Case: The Daily Prothom Alo, largest newspaper in Bangladesh 

 

Many places in the world, print media have lost their dominant position as the public’s main 

source of information. Constant competition from online media has fuelled readership decline 

and decreasing advertising revenue (Westlund 2013). In this situation, the mobile phone 

represents both a challenge and a potential solution, because people consume more and more 

online news content on their phones. 

 

I therefore decided to interview a newspaper that is using mobile reporting as a survival 

strategy, and the choice was one of the largest newspapers in Bangladesh, Prothom Alo 

(meaning "first light") in Bangladesh. Whereas newspaper readership in Bangladesh was 

originally limited because of low levels of literacy, today it is the internet that poses their 

biggest challenge. According to Maitur Rahman, Editor in Chief of Prothom Alo, publishers, 

editors, and journalists all over the world are “in a constant war against the odds to keep print 

media relevant (…) In the end, a permutation of print and digital is the future of the 

newspaper” (Rashid 2019). 

  

The mobile industry in Bangladesh has scaled rapidly over the years, and in 2017 it had 

become the fifth largest mobile market in Asia Pacific, with 85 million unique subscribers, 

half the population (GSMA Intelligence 2018). According to Prothom Alo’s Editor in Chief, 

65-70% of online news in Bangladesh is consumed through mobile phones, which means that 

mobile connectivity in Bangladesh further marginalises print media. On the other hand, 

mobiles also provide a way out of this dire situation, as in the case of daily Prothom Alo. 

 

In 2016, the newspaper started building the largest mobile journalism network in Bangladesh, 

training 184 journalists around the country to shoot, edit and publish content straight from 
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their smartphones. After completing a PhD on mobile journalism in Russia, the young 

academic Jamil Khan was hired to re-shape the paper’s news channel, and train reporters to 

produce audio-visual content (Scott 2017). In Bangladesh, I interviewed Mojo Specialist 

Jamil Khan and representatives from Prothom Alo, the state channel Bangladesh Betar, BBC 

Media Action and Naf Community Radio. 

 

3.3. Case 2: Speak FM - community radio in Uganda 

Population Uganda: 44 270 million (UN Data 2019)  

Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people): 57 (World Bank, 2018) 

Media landscape: Radio most widespread medium (Uganda – Media Landscape Report 

2019)  

Case: Speak FM, community radio in Gulu 

 

In 2004, Africa became the first continent to have more mobile phone users than fixed-line 

subscribers: "Africa has been able to leapfrog from having the most backward systems to 

taking advantage of the latest technologies, Vanessa Gray, an ITU spokeswoman, said.” 

(Meldrum 2004) More than two decades later, the East African country of Uganda has one of 

the youngest and fastest growing in the world (UN Data 2018) and mobile phones are 

widespread. In 2004, only 10% of Ugandans owned a cell phone. Twenty years later, 65% did 

(Pew Research Centre, 2014).  

 

Due to poor infrastructure and  production, print media is unevenly distributed, making radio 

the most popular and widely used medium in Uganda (Fiedler & Meyen, 2016:10-13). In this 

context, community radios play an important role. They can be defined as a “non-profit 

agency which is considered to serve specific local communities; thereby broadcasting  and 

contents which are relevant to the community and with organizational structures that represent 

the community the radio station works for” (Fleming, 2002 in Khan et al 2016:96).  

 

Many community radios have traditionally had limited reach because of stationary and old-

fashioned production equipment. Now the prevalence of mobile phones is changing all that. 

According to the German media agency Deutsche Welle Akademie affordable smartphones 
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from China “have flooded the Ugandan market” and “mobile network providers have lowered 

their prices for Internet packages in the last few years” (DW Akademie, May 4 th 2018).  This 

has opened up a whole new world of possibilities for journalists, who now have a production 

tool so to speak “in their pocket”. 

 

Collaborating with local Ugandan media organisations, Deutsche Welle Akademie offer 

mobile journalism training to professional journalists and citizen reporters around the country, 

including my main informant, mobile journalist Michael Ojok at the community radio Speak 

FM. In addition, I conducted interviews with mobile radio journalists, citizen reporters and 

media professionals in the capital Kampala, Gulu town and Boroli Refugee Settlement.  

 

3.4. Case 3: NRK - national broadcaster in Norway  

Population Norway: 5 379 million (UN Data 2019)  

Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people): 107 (World Bank, 2018) 

Media landscape: Online newspapers and TV dominate  

Case: Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK)  

 

In 2018, the Changing Wealth of Nations (Lange et al 2018:230) ranked Norway as the 

richest country in the world (Nelson & Kopf, 2018) In Norway, there are more cell phones 

than people and more than 96% of the population use internet every day (Global Information 

Technology Report 2016). In December 2019, Norway was ranked as number 8 in the world 

in terms of mobile internet speed (Speedtest Global Index 2019). In comparison, Uganda was 

at 112, and Bangladesh at 130.  

 

It follows then, that the use of traditional media like print media, radio and TV, have been on 

the decline, while digital consumption has taken the lead. Still, the state broadcaster NRK 

(Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation) enjoys an audience rating of 87%, much due to a 

large-scale online presence. TV licence fees and heavy state subsidies have enabled them to 

produce high quality media content without any advertising, resulting in a high degree of trust 

from the public (NRK Annual Report, 2018).   

 

https://www.nrk.no/aarsrapport/2018/statistikk-1.14480785
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Norway’s state broadcaster has no lack of technical equipment but is nonetheless using 

mobile journalism to complement conventional production methods. Although mobile 

journalism can inspire new storytelling techniques, at NRK it is mainly integrated into 

traditional production and delivery for TV.  

 

At NRK, my main informant was in fact a mojo veteran: Mojo Instructor Gunnar Grønlund, 

who has 40 years of experience as a cameraman, and pioneered mobile journalism within the 

state channel. 

  

3.5. Interview Guide 

This practical- theoretical Master project is based on interviews conducted in the making of 

the documentary MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile journalism. Although the 

interviews were conducted as part of a journalistic process, they are in practice qualitative 

research interviews that attempt “to understand the world from the subject’s point of view, to 

unfold the meaning of their experiences, to uncover their lived world” (Brinkmann, Kvale 

2015:3).  

 

Regarding the choice of sources, my priority was to find active journalists and media 

professionals, so as to be able to observe and document their practice, as opposed to just 

talking about it. In the planning phase, I tried my best to achieve gender balance among the 

interviewees but was only partially successful. I also wanted to reduce the dependency on 

translators, so I opted for interviewees with English language skills who represented a variety 

of media, from print, to radio and TV. Regarding consent, I communicated with potential 

interviewees on phone, email and WhatsApp before the interviewees took place, and the ones 

who agreed to being interviewed did so without any claims to anonymity. They participated in 

the documentary under full name and in the knowledge that the interviews would be used 

both in the documentary and in the academic thesis. 

 

Brinkmann and Kvale define a research interview as “an interpersonal situation, a 

conversation between two partners about a theme of common interest. In the interview 

knowledge is created “inter” the points of view of the interviewer and the interviewee“ 

(2015:149). I find that this description contrasts the typical journalistic interview, in which the 

interviewer strives to be neutral, and it is the interviewee who “produces” the knowledge. In 
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this project, I was a mojo interviewing other mojos, and in that sense, an active participant in 

the construction of knowledge.    

 

All the interviews were filmed on my mobile phone, and thus serve two functions; providing 

journalistic content for the documentary, as well as data for the thesis. In addition, a live 

interview situation will always provide more information than transcripts of verbal content 

alone can capture (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:155). Filming the interviewees, as opposed to 

merely noting down their statements or recording audio, allowed me to capture facial 

expressions, body language, as well as the surroundings and context in which the interviews 

took place.  

 

A pre-planned Interview Guide can be described as “a script which structures the course of 

the interview”, and it can be tight, loose, thematic or very detailed (Brinkman and Kvale 

2015:156). My project had to take into account that interviewing in multiple countries and 

environments requires flexibility, so I decided to plan the interviews in a way that allowed 

“openness to changes of sequence and forms of questions in order to follow up on the specific 

answers  given, and the stories told by subjects” (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:150). Following 

that, I made a simple and open Interview Guide with two levels of precision: On the left, an 

outline of topics to be covered, coupled with a list of suggested questions to each topic on the 

right. The Interview Guide is attached as an appendix at the back of the thesis.  

 

My curiosity about mobile journalism stems from the following: What are the characteristics 

that make the smartphone a good storytelling tool? Why is it used, and how? Because I was 

after the lived experience of mobile journalists, I tried to adhere to the general rule: Don’t ask 

what people think, ask what they do. In practice this involved asking open ended questions 

starting with for instance “why” or “how” and asking them to share experiences and stories. 

Posing the same questions to journalists in different cultural and economic contexts, I was 

able to uncover both similarities and differences in mojo practices.  

 

3.6. Journalistic genre: Visual storytelling 

Using a practical- theoretical approach implies investigating mobile journalism by doing 

mobile journalism. In practice, I became a “journalist-academic” (Niblock (2007), but I 

realised I could not exercise both roles at the same time. Before embarking on the project, I 

had to separate the roles, starting with the practical process. Planning, filming and editing the 
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documentary, involved thinking purely as a journalist, and making choices based on 

journalistic logic and storytelling principles.  The following describes that journalistic 

process. 

 

My aim was to use journalistic techniques to tell the story of mobile journalism in an 

engaging and informative way. The question was: in what genre? Mobile journalism is not an 

event, but a phenomenon. For that reason, I knew my story was not news, but a feature story 

that was timeless. Feature journalism can be described as a “genre family” where stories vary 

in length and format, but have certain characteristics in common: They are not as deadline 

sensitive as hard news, and have a narrative, people-oriented focus involving adventure, 

colorful descriptions and subjective reflections and assessments (Steensen 2009 in Steensen 

2011).  

 

Furthermore, mobile phones can be used for storytelling in a number of formats; from taking 

still photos, to recording audio or filming. Because my story took place on three different 

continents, it had a visual potential that I wanted to make the most of, so I decided to make a 

mobile video documentary about mobile journalism.  

 

Visual storytelling - whether recorded on a mobile phone or a professional TV camera, has 

some basic characteristics that I remember from my own experience as a TV journalist; 

making the most out of the visual format, and letting the footage speak for itself. The 

publication that turned out to be the most useful to this project was Visual Storytelling: The 

Digital Video Documentary (Kalow, 2011) because it takes a practical hands-on-approach, 

specifically aimed at journalists making short documentaries with camcorders, digital 

cameras, or cell phones. Kalow summarises the characteristics of visual storytelling in three 

main points: “.. closeness, showing rather than telling, and shooting to edit.” These three 

points can be defined in the following way (Kalow: 2011:6): 

  

• “Closeness suggests to the viewer that you have the consent and collaboration of the 

person you are recording.” Kalow also points out that closeness to the subject ensures 

better audio, and footage that is less shaky. 

 

• “Showing rather than telling means to make the documentary primarily visual.” In the 

process of filming the documentary, I strived to establish where I was, who I was with 
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and what the story was about, by using what one in TV calls “visual proof”. In 

Kalow’s words, that means “showing people doing things rather than talking about 

doing things”.  

  

• “Shooting to edit means using your time on location carefully to record all the material 

you will need in editing, because the situation in the field can’t be recreated later”. I 

took this advice very seriously, because travelling around the world to places I might 

never visit again meant that I have to make sure to get all the footage I needed to tell 

my story.   

 

Historically, as journalistic storytelling has moved from oral traditions, to print, radio, TV, 

and on to digital platforms, “storytelling as a form of communication remains, but mobile has 

become its current delivery mode.” (Burum 2016:11) Once I had decided on the mobile video 

format, I delved deeper into the different aspects of mobile storytelling. That’s when I realised 

I had to tackle an issue that would have been unthinkable just a few some years ago: Should I 

film in a vertical or horizontal format? 

 

3.7. Framing: Vertical or horizontal?  

According to Baden (in Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch 2019:229) journalists are framers. One 

of the key decisions all journalists make whenever planning a story, is deciding what “aspects 

of a perceived reality” to present to the given audience. We frame the stories by choosing one 

topic or happening over another, deciding on an angle, and focusing on certain people, 

leaving others out. In the context of this Master project, the process of framing was not just 

related to the content and subject matter itself. It also had implications for a very specific, and 

concrete technical mobile journalism dilemma: whether to film in horizontal or vertical 

format. 

 

Since the beginning of TV and cinema, we have been conditioned to watch stories within a 

horizontal frame. Today, we consume more and more visual content on our mobile phones, 

holding the phone “standing up”. The rapid growth of Snapchat has contributed to the 

tolerance of vertical visual images, which has again caused media organisations to adapt to, 

and experiment with, the vertical format.   
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In 2015, the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) conducted a journalistic experiment 

by making a digital documentary in vertical format. The title was “Bygda som sa nei”, 

meaning the village that said no, and it combined still photos, text and video clips. The web 

documentary was about a small village in Norway, where the government established a 

refugee and asylum seeker centre in a ski resort on top of the mountain. The production was 

organised as a collaboration between NRK’s division for digital storytelling, and journalists, 

photographers, designers and digital developers. Ambitions were high: They didn’t just want 

the content to work on mobile, they wanted it to be at its best on mobile. This meant there was 

no way around vertical images (Jansson, NRK Beta 27th December 2015). 

 

For the state broadcaster NRK, filming vertically had some challenges: they felt the format 

did not do justice to the beautiful landscape, and moving objects like animals or cars were 

easily lost in the narrow, vertical frame. On the other hand, a tall frame is well suited to film  

buildings, trees, signs and close ups of people talking, and it captured well the symbolic 

distance between the village at the bottom of the valley, and the refugee centre at the top of 

the mountain (Jansson, 2015).  

 

The vertical format is mobile optimised in the sense that it works very well for smartphone 

consumption, and it is typically used for selfies and watching short videoes in social media. 

But personally, I find myself getting frustrated when watching longer content filmed 

vertically, as if my eye is searching for something outside the frame that I cannot see. As most 

people, I tend to forget that all frames, whether horisontal, vertical, square, circular or 

rectangular, focus on certain things, leaving other things out. Even the human eye does, 

because there is a physical limit to our own gaze, it has a limited span. 

 

Deloitte’s annual media consumer survey for Norway in 2018 confirms that most people still 

prefer watching longer content, like films and TV-series, on devices that have bigger screens. 

With one of the fastest mobile internets in the world, Norwegians could easily use their 

smartphones for consuming longer content, but they prefer using TV and laptops for that 

(Schiro 2018:9).  

Bigger screens are optimised for horizontal view, and I was interested in creating the best 

possible visual frame for my mobile documentary. In the process, I consulted Al Jazeera’s 

mobile journalism handbook, which generally recommends shooting horizontally, and only 

using the vertical format for live streaming apps (Maccise & Marai 2017:21). Because I was 
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producing a longer documentary, I finally chose the traditional horizontal format, and I did so 

for the following reasons: 

 

• Aesthetic: My documentary uses visual storytelling techniques and takes place in 

different countries with diverse and rich topography and surroundings. I find that the 

horizontal frame makes the most out of landscapes and scenery. 

• Practical: This project involved travelling to new places and conducting interviews in 

challenging environments. Working in a format that I am familiar with was a way to 

reduce risk, make the most of my competence and experience as a journalist, and 

ensure a professional journalistic output. 

• Editing: The native editing app on my iPhone (iMovie) does not support editing 

vertical films, and my choice was to avoid experimenting with a new app or software. 

• Publication: The horizontal format is computer- and tablet friendly, as well as suitable 

for mobile phones, because turning the smartphone sideways gives a full screen view. 

In short, the visual content can be watched on all platforms.  

 

Having decided on the visual format, I was ready to move forward with my project. The first 

thing I did was brush up on my visual storytelling skills. 

 

3.8. Technical training 

In my experience, adjustment to new technology is “business as usual” for journalists. Once 

you have learned to master a certain recording or editing software, a more practical or 

efficient technology comes along, and then you have to upgrade your skills. It makes sense, 

then, that Mojo courses are widely offered, from BBC Academy in the UK, to the Institute of 

Journalism in Norway, to the daily Prothom Alo in Bangladesh and DW Akademie in 

Uganda.  

 

Almost 70% of the world’s population are mobile subscribers (GSMA mobile stats 2019) and 

at this point in the history of journalism, mobile technology is cheaper than traditional media 

production equipment. In short; most journalists already own a production tool, but many still 

don’t know how to use it professionally. According to a mojo guide developed by the global 

media organisation Al Jazeera, journalists “must get the necessary technical training required 

to use mobile devices for news purposes. These technical competencies must be accompanied 
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by core journalism skills such as storytelling, corroboration and verification, and packaging 

content for mobile devices” (Maccise & Marai 2017:3).  

 

The technical and practical component is the backbone of this thesis, on which the academic 

analysis rests. Preparing for this Master project, I attended a 3-day course in mobile 

storytelling at the Institute of Journalism in Fredrikstad, Norway. The instructor was Jon Terje 

Hellgren Hansen, a photographer and mobile storyteller who later became one of the 

supervisors in my Master project. During the training, I soon discovered that my professional 

background from making news reports and feature stories for TV was highly relevant and 

made the process of filming and editing on the mobile phone much easier.  

  

My mobile video documentary uses the basic journalistic principles of TV production and 

visual storytelling in the planning, filming and editing process. While fiction filmmakers 

make detailed compositional choices in advance, a videographer or mobile journalist is 

usually less rigid in pre-planning the exact shots, because it is more important to be flexible 

and respond adequately to situations in the field (Kalow 2011:9). Although I had little idea 

what the lcations looked like in advance, I knew I had to plan the basic shots, so as to be able 

to tell my story efficiently and to ease the editing process. Combining information from 

Burum & Quinn (2016:104) and my previous journalistic experience, I formulated a basic 

checklist, with desired shots: 

  

Checklist 

• Introductions: Let the interviewees present themselves on camera with name, age, and 

position. 

• Visual proof: Show people doing mobile journalism, not just talking about it. Include 

the mobile phone in as much footage as possible - both your own phone and that of the 

mojos interviewed.  

• Include yourself: As a mojo, you are part of the story, so film yourself and your own 

mojo process. 

• Sit-down interviews: Prepare a set of questions that all the interviewees will be asked. 

Make sure not to just portray the positive sides, but also the challenges of mobile 

journalism.  

• Interviews: Wide shot, medium shot, close-ups of interviewees and reaction shots of 

yourself.  
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• Observational footage: Gather as much footage from the surroundings and context as 

possible, to create an engaging, informative and entertaining documentary: Unusual 

angles. Exterior and details from nature, buildings, walls, traffic, other people, etc.  

• Transitions: Because the documentary involves filming in many different locations, 

you will need transition shots. Make sure to film “on the go”: Travel shots out of car, 

airplane, bus windows, as well as yourself and/or interviewees arriving at location, 

entering and leaving buildings or etc. 

• Flight mode: Make sure to put your phone in flight mode, so as not to get interrupted 

in the middle of an important shoot. 

• Transcription: Transcribe all interviews and use transcriptions to choose the most 

relevant “syncs” (quotes) when editing. 

  

I consulted this pre-planned checklist regularly as the documentation process was evolving. I 

was not able to implement everything, but the list did enable me to get valuable 

documentation of mojo practices in different cultural and geographical contexts.  

 

3.9. Preparing the mojo kit  

Once I had decided on the format and knew where I was travelling, I started planning what to 

put in my “mojo kit” (Burum & Quinn 2016:66)  The main sources I consulted were MOJO: 

The mobile journalism handbook: How to make broadcast videos with an iPhone or iPad 

(Burum & Quinn 2016) and the mobile journalism guide by Al Jazeera (2017) as both have 

practical, hands on descriptions of the technicalities of mobile reporting. In addition, I 

consulted my supervisor Hellgren Hansen who gave me technical advice. His main message 

was as simple as it was eye-opening; that one of the basic mistakes mojos make is that they 

suppose they will find somewhere to charge, and then find themselves in the middle of an 

important event when they run out of battery. His main advice was: Always charge when you 

have the chance, and make sure to bring a power bank!  

 The mojo kit consisted of all the technical equipment needed to ensure professional visuals 

and audio, as well as back up in case of trouble: 

  

• Visuals: Two iPhones, model SE, filming in 1080p HD quality. I had several reasons 

for bringing two phones:  
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• a) to make sure I always had a backup phone, in case the main phone got lost, broken 

or stolen  

• b) to shoot interviews from two angles, for visual variation and to camouflage cuts in 

the editing process and  

• c) to be able to temporarily store material locally on the phones and not be dependent 

on functioning internet.  

• Audio:  All the planned interviews were to be recorded with the interviewee using 

either a lapel microphone, or a shotgun microphone. I should avoid using the native 

microphone for interviews. Instead, I planned on connecting an external microphone 

to ensure higher quality audio and avoid background noises and disturbances. I also 

brought a pair of simple earphones to be able to double check if the microphones were 

working properly. 

• Extra equipment: In order to obtain a stable picture, I used two different tripods for the 

planned sit-down interviews, giving the footage a stable and more professional TV 

look. One of the tripods is a Gorillapod which has flexible, bendable legs that can be 

used to fasten it on poles, fences or other infrastructure. For instance, I conducted an 

interview with one phone on a tripod directed at the interviewee, and the other phone 

on the Gorillapod wrapped around the branch of a tree. The phone camera does not 

function well in the dark, and I did not bring any extra lights, so all interviews were to 

be shot in natural light during the day.  

• Charging: One regular charger to plug in the wall, plus a powerbank. In addition, I 

brought an adapter for different types of electricity plugs. 

• Back-up and storage: I prepared for variable wifi quality, as internet services in 

Bangladesh and Uganda are generally slow and scarce in rural areas. To back up my 

material, I had three strategies: 

• a) One Phone with 64GB internal storage and another with 128GB. This gave enough 

space to store material locally on the phones until I had functioning internet. 

• b) In areas with poor internet connection, I relied on Air Drop to transfer footage from 

the iPhones to my laptop each evening. In that way, the footage was secure on the 

computer, in a locked safe at the hotel while I was in the field.  

• c) I also bought extra storage space in Dropbox for the mojo material. Combined, this 

plan gave me multiple options for securing and backing up my material, by storing it 

temporarily on my other devices, and then uploading it to the external online online 

cloud Dopbox when possible. 
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4. CHAPTER FOUR: MAKING THE DOCUMENTARY 
 

4.1. Reflection-in-action 

The whole project, from planning and research, to filming, editing different versions, filming 

additional footage, transcribing interviews, and publishing the end product, was executed over 

the course of 2 years, from April 2018 to April 2020. Reflection was ongoing throughout, and 

in all production stages of the documentary. According to Niblock (2007) it’s  wrong to think 

that journalists don’t ‘‘think’’, they just ‘‘do’’. On the contrary, “thinking is not separate from 

doing because reflection is complementary to action and part of it” (Schön 1983:36 in 

Niblock 2007). In my experience, journalism is a craft and a highly practical profession, and 

journalists constantly review their work, both during and after “action”.   

 

Following that, I found the terms “reflection-in-action” and “reflection-on-action”very useful, 

and both will be used in this thesis. Coined by Schön (1983) “reflection-in-action” is 

described by Niblock (2007:25) as a “practice-led approach, whereby reflection is implicit in 

action (..) the enactment of a sophisticated process of judgement borne out of experience”. 

Being a practitioner-academic (Niblock 2007), I performed “reflection-in-action” throughout, 

from planning the shots, to choosing the sources and filming, logging and editing, because the 

reflective process is part and parcel of journalism, both “in action” and afterwards. In the 

journalistic process I found myself constantly assessing my work as it was developing, and 

this process was even more intense than usual because it took place in circumstances and 

contexts that are unusual to me.  

 

The Interview Guide served as a checklist to consult before conducting the formal interviews 

and contributed to giving the documentary process structure and direction. On the other hand, 

there was what Brinkman and Kvale call “openness to changes of sequence and forms of 

questions” (2015:150) as I often had to be flexible and adapt to the context and course of 

events. As a journalist, I was both present as a person, engaging in dialogue and the 

relationship with the interviewee, at the same time I was operating on a meta-level, constantly 

reflecting, assessing and solving visual, technical, ethical and practical problems. 
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4.2. Expecting the unexpected 

Arranging interviews with people far away, on other continents and in other time zones 

increases the risk of misunderstandings, and seeing that my project did not involve any 

payment or other benefit for the interviewees, I could never be 100% sure they would actually 

show up, and what their intentions and expectations would be. Before travelling, I worked for 

weeks to arrange the logistics and secure appointments with my main informants: The mojo 

specialist Jamil Khan at the daily newspaper Prothom Alo i Dhaka, Bangladesh, and the 

mobile journalist Michael Ojok at Speak FM in Gulu, northern Uganda. Apart from those 

two, I had nothing, so I knew I would not only have to trust them, I also had to trust my own 

ability to improvise and find additional interviewees when I was on the ground. 

 

In my experience, documenting and reporting from the field is a practice that contains 

elements the journalist cannot control, no matter how much research or planning has gone 

into the project beforehand. When conducting interviews in “the real world”, one hardly ever 

comes back with a story that is exactly as imagined.  That is because “the real world” does not 

follow a script, and “real people” have a life, which in turn means that appointments may get 

cancelled, people may say surprising things, and events might unfold in unexpected ways. For 

me “expecting the unexpected” became a mindset that guided the whole process, and that 

state of mind involved ongoing reflection and decision-making: Ok, so we can’t film here, 

how do I solve it? Oh no, he moved! Maybe if I change the angle, I can still get a good shot? 

and so on. In the following I will describe some of the situations that arose during the 

journalistic process. 

 

One of the most important aspects of visual storytelling is to avoid too many sit-down 

interviews. Although the verbal content may be interesting and relevant, it is best to exploit 

the visual storytelling format by getting as many action shots as possible. As Kalow (2011:37) 

puts it;  “Showing people doing things, performing, interacting, or making something is not 

only easy to shoot, but helpful footage to have in editing (..)  We tire of watching ‘talking 

heads’, no matter how gripping their words.” This became my challenge when I was in 

Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh, to portray the newspaper Prothom Alo and their ambitious 

mobile journalism program. I interviewed the overseas editor and the mojo specialist, both at 

the Prothom Alo head office. In addition, I had been promised that I could accompany Sports 

Correspondent Tarek Mahmud when he was going to cover a cricket match as a mobile 
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journalist. This prospect excited me, as sports are action-packed, energetic and thus function 

very well for visual storytelling. It turned out there was no cricket match that day, and the 

interview was instead done sitting down in a beautiful park, a location which had absolutely 

no relevance to the subject matter of mobile journalism. Even if the sports correspondent did 

his best to describe how he worked, he was in practice reduced to a “talking head”.  

 

In Dhaka, I was not able to implement what is generally seen as the golden rule of visual 

storytelling: “show-don’t-tell”. The result was that I ended up with only formal sit-down-

interviews with men talking about mobile journalism, but noone actually doing it. My 

obsession with trying to film mojos at work led me to a Rohingya settlement called Leda 

Camp on the southern coast of Bangladesh. On short notice and after a lot of negotiating, 

organising logistics and applying for a permit from the refugee authorities, I was able to 

accompany a mobile journalist from Naf Community Radio to the camp. The journalist was 

extremely busy and spoke absolutely no English, so an interview was almost impossible, but I 

was able to film him setting up his equipment and running his live radio show from the camp. 

This footage ended up getting a prominent place in the documentary, and to a large extent 

compensated for the “talking heads” in the Prothom Alo offices in Dhaka.  

 

Due to limited time I had to combine a stringent timetable, with a “go-with-the-flow” attitude. 

Sometimes I was side-tracked thematically, because the interviewees pushed the conversation 

in directions that were irrelevant to the thesis. Other times, I did not get the interviews and 

shots I had planned for. In other words, the amount, order and phrasing of questions, as well 

as the footage itself, varied based on who was being interviewed and the context in which the 

interviews took place. This had both advantages and disadvantages. Sometimes I got carried 

away and filmed way too much when exciting things happened. The upside of this was that I 

was able to capture some compelling footage that I might not have gotten had I just stuck to 

my plan. The downside is that I generated too much material, which I knew would make the 

editing process very challenging. 

Originally, I thought it would be easy to get access to Norwegian journalists working for the 

state broadcaster NRK. Not so. I wanted to film correspondents or reporters “in action”, but 

could not get hold of the right people, and those I got hold of were either travelling, busy, did 

not reply or were not interested. Again, I ended up with “talking heads”: the mojo instructor 

Gunnar Grønlund became my main informant, in addition to Yusuf and Sumaya Omar from 

Hashtag Our Stories, a global platform for mobile storytellers, who happened to be guest 
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lecturing in Oslo. Although the verbal content of these interviews was great, I was worried 

that the lack of “action shots” made my footage boring, that the ““talking heads”” did not 

warrant a mobile video documentary, and that I could just as well have made a radio 

programme instead.   

 

The above mentioned examples are common situations that both journalists and academics 

experience when things “in the real world” don’t go as planned, or new things pop up. 

Nonetheless, these unexpected events made me exhausted, they slowed down progress and 

caused me to almost lose faith in the project. On the other hand, they illustrated to me how 

important it is to have a research design and an interview guide that gives flexibility and 

allows you to make the most out of unexpected situations.  

 

4.3. Choosing a platform and a format 

Creativity was one of my main motivations for doing this project, and in the process of 

making MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile journalism, I realised that the story 

would be shaped both by my own creative vision, the possibilities and functions of the device 

itself, and by the user behavior and habits of my potential audience.  

 

I came back from Uganda and Bangladesh with hundreds of small and large video clips - from 

interviews, to landscapes and close up shots of street life, objects, nature and people. In other 

words, I had more than enough raw material to make a full-length video documentary about 

mobile journalism, but I started doubting my original plan. Because the material generated 

from the three countries was so extensive, I had to reconsider both the length and the format. 

 

First of all, choosing a format could not be done before I had chosen a publication platform. 

Because the documentary has a global topic, I wanted to publish it online and make it 

accessible for free to mobile journalists, media professionals and a general global audience.  

At the same time, I knew that many potential viewers in countries such as Uganda and 

Bangladesh don’t have internet at home, and therefore consume media content on their 

phones. At the same time, they struggle with weak and (for them) expensive mobile internet. 

In short: the longer the content, the less chances are that they will be able to view it. Thus, my 

thinking developed as follows: 
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Many of us consume video content on our smartphones while “on the go”, for instance 

on public transport, relaxing in the park, or in other everyday situations. When we 

watch content on small mobile screens, we tend to have a shorter attention span, as 

opposed to watching a full-length movie on TV, at the cinema or on a laptop. Hence; 

tailor the format of the documentary to the platform. 

 

Following that, I decided that the platform should be YouTube, because it is free, and has in 

essence evolved into a global TV station with millions of channels. As opposed to the short 

videos in social media like Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook, research shows that YouTube 

favors video content around 15-20 minutes and also “.. encourages users to engage with 

progressively longer content” (Van Kessel, 2018). With all this in mind, I selected YouTube 

as a publishing platform and decided to split the material into three episodes, one from each 

country, each lasting between 10-15 minutes. That way, the material from the different 

countries did not compete with each other, but rather, I was able to make the most of the 

visual format and give each story room to unfold.  

 

Once I had decided the platform and the format, I was ready to edit. Originally, I had wanted 

to use the native iMovie app on my phone, but because I had so many hours of material, I 

realised that it was totally unrealistic to edit on a small mobile screen, using just my thumbs. 

Instead, I edited the entire documentary on a stationary Mac in my home. The native 

application iMovie is simple and user-friendly and has all the basic functionalities I needed; 

multiple tracks allowing for a detailed, professional editing that includes video, audio and 

voice-overs.  

 

In terms of graphics, I used the same app for geographical names, as well as names and titles 

for interviewees, and added English subtitles when uploading the video to the YouTube video 

manager. In addition, I created a simple documentary intro using a simple app called Vont.  

 

4.4. Editing 

In line with normal production procedures I started the editing process by logging all the 

footage, and in the process, defining a shot as each time the camera was turned on and off 

(Kalow 2011:35). I then labelled all the shots that contained interviews and important verbal 

content with the name of the interviewee, and sorted the remaining footage in folders with 
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geographical names such as for instance: Gulu-Adjumani, Kampala, Dhaka and Teknaf. I 

even made a folder with only travel footage from airplanes, airports and car windows, as 

some of this footage could be used in the editing process to portray transitions in time and 

space.  

  

All kinds of journalism whether print, digital or broadcast, is based on selection. And 

selection is in turn based on basic journalistic principles, such as framing, agenda-setting and 

news values, as described in Chapter 3 in the Handbook of Journalism Studies (Wahl-

Jorgensen and Hanitzsch 2009). In this case, the consequence of the afore mentioned 

unexpected events was that it did not make sense to select shots according to a preconstructed 

plan. I had to select according to what footage I had actually accumulated. Based on this, I 

centered my selection on these criteria: 

  

1. Verbal storytelling: Choosing verbal “syncs” from the sit-down interviews which were 

most to-the-point in terms of describing mobile journalism practice. Syncs are the 

news-worthy excerpts with verbal content pertaining to the subject matter of the story 

(Ekström& Kroon Lundell (2010:7).  

2. Visual storytelling: Choosing the footage which best visualised the topic of mobile 

journalism, such as action shots of mobile phones and mojos at work. 

3. Observational shots: Landscapes, traffic, locations and travel shots for transitions and 

illustrating movement in time and space 

  

According to Kalow (2011:38) the editing process consists of mixing observational footage, 

transitions, narration, music, text, historical moving images etc.to create a story. I opted for a 

very naturalistic documentary style, using only natural sound from the shoot, straight cuts 

(simply shifting from one scene to the next), no manipulation of shots such as slow motion, 

and only fade-to-black at the end where I placed the credits.  

 

In addition, the editing process was first and foremost about downscaling and focusing, in 

order to make the documentary visually, intellectually and emotionally engaging. In short, my 

editing principle was the classic principle of TV journalism: “show, don’t tell”, and in 

practice, that meant prioritising  “action” shots over ““talking heads””. The result was that 

four of the people I interviewed are not part of the documentary at all, but the footage and 

transcripts are saved for future research. The interviews that did make it into the documentary 
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had to be cut down to shorter versions, where only the most relevant and well phrased “syncs” 

(interview quotes) interviews made it into the documentary. 

 

When working in TV I learned the traditional way to start the editing process: pick out the 

main quotes first, and put them in order along the editing track. After that, add travel shots or 

observational footage to camouflage cuts and give the story context. In my case, I started the 

other way around; with the imagery. The reason was that I wanted to make the most out of my 

visual material. With footage from three continents, I now had a chance to tell the story of 

mobile journalism in a visually engaging way, because “every picture is worth a thousand 

words” (Burum & Quinn 2016:115). 

 

Indeed, pictures are great storytellers, so I started by picking the most striking imagery. In that 

process I developed some “darlings” I had to kill. For instance, my supervisor asked me: “Is 

this documentary about the Rohingya refugee crises, or is it about mobile journalism?” Some 

of the footage from the refugee camps in Bangladesh and northern Uganda is so visually 

compelling that I could easily have made a whole documentary about refugees in each one of 

those two places, but no. I had to go back to the editing room, take out the unnecessary shots, 

and replace them with shots that are relevant to the subject matter of mobile journalism. 

 

4.5. Tolerating flaws  

Niblock (2007:25) claims that the ability to do good journalism comes primarily from 

experience, and not from theoretical or “pre-existing knowledge about how journalism should 

be”. I find this to be very true, and experienced it first hand in the process of making the mojo 

documentary. I don’t have a degree in journalism, but because of my previous work as a TV 

journalist, I have a strong intuitive “hunch” that guides the choices I make during interviews, 

as well as in the logging and editing process.This “hunch” is like a “gut feeling” for what 

works, and although not expressed verbally, it is based on an internalised knowledge derived 

from practical experience. On the other hand, having experience does not mean that I don’t 

make mistakes, or that I always succeed in my ambition to create a compelling story.  

 

When it comes to sit-down interviews, they happened in a wide variety of locations; some in 

offices, others include a park, a cafe, on a noisy rooftop and outdoors in two different refugee 

settlements. Adjusting to these different situations and locations was technically challenging 

as some interviews were simply improvised, or took place in contexts where there was little 
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time to find a stable foundation, with good light and proper distance from the interviewee. 

Looking at the raw material in hindsight during the editing process, I discovered some flaws 

that would most likely not have happened had I had more time. One example is the two basic 

concepts of good videography; headroom and noseroom: 

 

Headroom refers to the amount of space above a subject’s head. The shot is visually 

distracting if the subject is either crammed against the top of the frame or placed too 

low in it, with too much space above his or her head (..) Noseroom is also called “look 

space,” and it refers to composing a shot so that there is some space in front of the 

subject’s nose (..) You don’t want the viewer to perceive the nose as hitting the side of 

the frame (Kalow 2011:7) 

  

In hindsight, I found that a couple of the interviewees are “hitting the side of the frame” or 

have too little “noseroom”, because I placed the camera too close, or at the wrong angle. 

Other times, there were issues of light or focus - where the camera is struggling to focus on 

the subject, due to strong sunlight or moving objects in the back. These are what Kalow 

would call “flaws” which in a perfect world would not happen, but which do happen in the 

real world when you have a one-time opportunity to catch a person or an event. That means 

the biggest mistake a mojo can make is not to film when something important is happening, 

and that again means that tolerating flaws is part of the game. According to Kalow (2011:15) 

flashy technique or “correct” composition alone does not make a memorable documentary. 

This stand is mirrored by my main interviewee in Norway, Mojo Instructor Gunnar Grønlund. 

In my documentary, he says that “the best photographer I know is the fastest photographer” 

and goes on to describe how most people don’t care so much about technical quality or “pixel 

quality”; on the contrary; they after the story (Grønlund, 2018). 

   

Following that, I found that the images from the refugee settlements in Uganda and 

Bangladesh, although imperfect, tell a powerful and interesting story of living conditions in 

the camp, as well as mobile journalists at work. In both places, I also captured footage I had 

not planned for. One example is from Boroli Refugee Settlement in Uganda, where I had set 

up two iPhones on tripods to film my interview with a young community mobile reporter. 

Later, I discovered that the other phone had not been switched off after the interview but was 

“taken over” by some of the small children in the camp. The footage from this camera was in 

practice accidental footage, with children touching and looking into the camera. Although 
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shaky and slightly chaotic, it has an authenticity that made it one of my favorite shots from 

the settlement. 

 

In the logging, selecting and editing process, the journalist in me started off trying to 

camouflage and cut out the bad shots and mistakes, in order to create as professional a 

product as possible. After a while, I changed my mind, and instead started seeing the 

imperfect shots as a valuable contribution to my practical-theoretical investigation: If this 

project is about investigating mobile journalism by doing mobile journalism, that means 

hiding the flaws is counter-productive. Instead, I included some of the imperfect shots in the 

documentary, because they illustrate very well the practical challenges of mobile reporting. In 

that sense, they also have a certain entertainment value, which is also important when making 

media content. 

 

4.6. White lies: Creating a narrative  

In this Master project, I had no editor or publisher to answer to. The process of planning, 

researching and filming the documentary was both challenging and rewarding because I was 

an independent storyteller, and could exercise creative control over the whole project. Not 

least, it was empowering to “decide how to tell the story during the editing process” (Kalow 

2011:4).  

 

In my experience, editing is more than just pasting together a story which is already there. 

Editing is a process of creating a story, and that process involves some “white lies”. As a TV 

journalist, I experienced several times what we used to call “making the story in the editing 

room”. That happened when the storyline was unclear, the shots were boring, we had 

encountered technical problems, or the interviewee or the location was changed last-minute 

and we had to make do with what we got. In those cases we adjusted the narrative to make it 

seem like everything was on purpose, and edited the footage in such a way that the viewer 

could enjoy the story without suspecting that something had gone wrong.  

 

In this project, some things I had originally imagined did not materialise. Instead, I had to be 

creative with what I had. Looking at the bright side of things, I did in fact have the main 

ingredients to tell a story of mobile journalism: footage of and by myself as a mobile 

storyteller, interviews with mojos and mojo experts, as well as observational footage of mojos 

at work in the field. The question was how to tell the story, in which order, what to include 
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and what to leave out. That meant manipulating certain details for “a common good”, which 

was to make a good story.  

 

I started by editing the two episodes from Uganda and Bangladesh. My plan was that the 

Norwegian episode was going to be last, because I filmed it last. The challenge was that the 

episodes from Uganda and Bangladesh had more exciting footage than the Norwegian one, 

which for a long time consisted of only “talking heads”; the interview with mojo veteran 

instructor Gunnar Grønlund, and Sumaya and Yusuf Omar from Hashtag Our Stories. For that 

reason, I kept putting off editing it because I felt very strongly that the sit-down interviews 

were not exciting enough to warrant their own episode. Instead I continued trying to find a 

Norwegian mojo to film “in action”, because the episode needed someone doing mobile 

journalism, as opposed to just talking about it.  

 

Eventually, I realised that this hang-up was delaying my project and that I should stop 

generating new material. Instead of bending over backwards to get more footage, I should use 

my creativity and make the best of what I already had. The breakthrough came when I 

decided to let go of chronology. Instead I simply asked myself: How can I make this a good 

story? I realized that in this story, my logistics and travel schedule were irrelevant. Who cares 

whether I filmed in Norway before or after filming in Uganda, or whether I interviewed Mojo 

Specialist Jamil Khan before or after Community Journalist Saifuddin Mohammed? Most 

people are “just after the story”, as Gunnar the veteran mojo instructor from NRK says in my 

documentary. In other words, I should edit the Norwegian episode according to content, not 

chronology.  

 

Creating a narrative is about telling a story in an engaging and informative way, and in this 

project, I had the journalistic privilege to use the narrative techniques necessary to shape my 

story. In real life, I filmed the Norwegian interview with Mojo Instructor Gunnar Grønlund 

six months after I had been to Uganda and Bangladesh. In the documentary, my story starts 

with his interview in Norway. That “white lie” enabled me to create a starting point for my 

story, and a narrative arc: I am based in Norway, and will travel from Norway, to Uganda, 

Bangladesh and back, to find out how mobile phones are changing journalistic practices 

around the world - which is precisely what I did. In the process, I adhered to the Code of 

Ethics of the Norwegian Press by being fair, credible, and treating sources with respect. 

Altering chronology did not have implications for the interviewees or the focus of the 
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documentary, but it did give the story a clear point of departure: Starting the story at NRK in 

Norway made narrative sense, because Norway is where I am based, and my motivation for 

the project stems from my previous experience as a journalist at NRK. 

 

On the other hand, even though changing the chronology was a relief, it did not solve the 

main issue of the “talking heads” in the Norwegian episode. At this point in the production, 

there was no way around it; I had to find a solution for the missing action shots. Again, I had 

to change my mindset. Was the point of the documentary that all content should be produced 

by me? No, the point of the documentary was that all content should be produced by mobile 

phone. With that in mind, I decided to look for existing footage made by journalists at the 

Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK), to exemplify how big broadcasters supplement 

their reporting with mobile journalism. Using the NRK media player for TV, I looked through 

several reports in the flagship news programme NRK Dagsrevyen, and also asked the mojo 

instructor at NRK Gunnar Grønlund for ideas. I chose two great examples of mobile 

journalism; one from what was formerly known as the “Calais Jungle”, a migrant camp in 

France, and another one from the presidential crisis in Venezuela in 2019.  

 

Because this is a mobile documentary, I used my iPhone to take screen recordings of the 

chosen reports. After editing in some clips from that footage, I sent emails to the 

journalists, photographers and NRK requesting their permission to use the reports. Permission 

was granted, I paid for a licence to use excerpts from the reports in my documentary, and 

finally added NRK and the names of the mojos to the written credits. The footage provided 

much needed dynamics to the sit-down interview with Gunnar Grønlund, and also represented 

“visual proof” of how mobile journalism is becoming an important supplement in news 

production in big broadcasters. 

 

In the beginning of the editing process, I started off with a professional distance by editing 

myself out of the story. After consulting my journalistic supervisor Terje Hellgren Hansen, I 

realised this was a dead end. The documentary needed a storyteller, and my own process as a 

mobile documentarist was highly relevant to the story. Using myself as a narrator and point of 

reference became a conscious choice that helped me stay on track in the editing process. It 

also helped in terms of gender-balance: because the documentary had become more male 

dominated than I had hoped for. With all this in mind, I integrated myself through voice-overs 

and footage where I am visibly doing mojo stuff. This narrative technique helped to push the 
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narrative forward and to highlight the most important challenges of mobile reporting. In that 

way my documentary is not just a story about mojos in the three different countries, but it has 

a meta-level: it is a story about making a mobile documentary. To make this clear to the 

viewers, the first episode starts with the following voice-over:   

 

1. I’m on a mission to find out how mobile phones are changing journalistic practices 

around the world. 

2. This is a mobile documentary about mobile journalism, and everything you see is 

recorded on a mobile phone. 

3. My journey is going to bring me to Dhaka and Cox’s Bazaar in Bangladesh, and to 

northern Uganda, where community journalists and refugees are using mobile phones 

to tell their stories. 

4. My story starts in my home country Norway, where until now, I have only used my 

phone for silly things. 

5. I bring my phone everywhere and love documenting everyday life.  

6. But now, I am giving myself a challenge by turning my mobile from a toy to a 

professional journalistic tool: Investigating mobile journalism, by doing mobile 

journalism. 

 

Together with some mobile phone footage from Norway, this voice-over establishes who I 

am, and what my project is about. Instead of pretending to be objective, I chose to embrace 

the subjective form, because it is part and parcel of digital culture and storytelling. In that 

sense, my documentary is part of a creative, journalistic trend where “journalists cautiously 

embrace a more personal, intimate style and tone” (Beckett and Deuze, 2016; Steensen, 

2016).  

 

4.7. Reflection-on-action: Poverty, culture, class  

Previously in Chapter 4, I used the concept “reflection-in-action” to describe the ongoing 

reflection and decision-making that took place during the filming of my documentary. In the 

following, I will perform “reflection-on-action”, a critical assessment of the process and my 

role as a journalist after it was completed.  

 

My role as a practitioner-academic comes with a set of challenges, as I was not just carrying 

out research on external informants, but also on my own journalistic process. The nature of 
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my project is also trans-cultural, and this poses a series of challenges that are worth reflecting 

on. To do so, I will take a look at the interview situation and my relationship to my sources. 

In this project, I interviewed citizen journalists and media professionals in very different 

socio-economic environments, from remote refugee settlements to capital cities, and from 

small community radio stations to large state broadcasters. In hindsight, I find that I operated 

both as a miner performing knowledge collection, and a traveller engaging in knowledge 

construction (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:57). Interviewing as a “miner” implies “digging” for 

data by asking the interviewees questions, trying to uncover “a pre-existing truth” in their 

interior. In my case, I asked them open ended questions about their experiences and opinions, 

in a process separated from the later analysis. In addition, I also operated as a traveller, both 

in literal and metaphorical terms, engaging in conversation with other mobile journalists, and 

discussing experiences of the practice of mobile journalism as the project went along. In that 

sense, I participated in “intertwined phases of a collective and process-oriented knowledge 

construction” (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:57-58).  

 

The process of conducting the interviews was challenging but represents a valuable source of 

information for the thesis. Although I based my work on my Interview Guide and the pre-

planned set of questions, I was in practice guided as much by my intuition and “go-with-the-

flow”- attitude, as described in the previous chapter. This meant that the amount, order and 

phrasing of questions varied based on who was being interviewed, and the context in which 

the interviews took place. The reason is that interviewing people in different cultural and 

geographical contexts requires flexibility and tailoring the conversation to each interviewee.  

 

Not all questions were relevant to every interviewee, and not everyone was asked, or 

answered, every planned question. Due to lack of time, lack of experience, or 

misunderstandings related to language and communication, some also gave answers that were 

irrelevant to the question asked. I see this as an expression of the cross-cultural nature of this 

project; as it is well known in qualitative research that interviewing persons across 

generations, gender, social class, culture or religion may increase the risk of 

misunderstandings (Brinkmann, Kvale 2015:168). Nonetheless it was not culture that 

represented the main challenge. It was the socio-economic divide between me and my 

sources.  
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In my experience the newspaper Prothom Alo in the capital city of Bangladesh, Dhaka, 

resembles any professional newsroom in Europe, with stylish headquarters, professional 

equipment and high journalistic standards. At the other side of the spectrum, I met community 

journalists in Uganda and Bangladesh who operate within very limited budgets. Because they 

work for media that don’t have a lot of professional equipment, they use their phones, 

sometimes even their private phones, because they lack adequate production tools. Sometimes 

I felt embarrassed showing my equipment to fellow journalists who cannot afford any of those 

things. For example, they had a simple Android phone, I had two iPhones. They did not have 

any camera stands to stabilise their phones while recording, so they used their hands. I had 

one tripod and one Gorillapod. They had no external microphones, I had two; both a lapel mic 

to fasten on the clothes of the interviewee, as well as a mini shotgun microphone for my 

phone. In this respect, the interviews with my fellow mobile storytellers, also revealed a 

miniature version of the global economic and digital divide, as it became very clear, to both 

them and me, that I don’t “mojo” because I have to. I “mojo” because I can.  

 

My equipment also made me vulnerable, so I made sure to watch my equipment at all times 

when travelling and filming in impoverished areas, to avoid things getting stolen. On the other 

hand, I felt that the equipment also served as a type of protection. One example is when I 

filmed in the Rohingya refugee settlement in southern Bangladesh, where hundreds of 

thousands live in dire conditions with poor infrastructure, illnesses and drug problems 

(UNHCR, Rohingya emergency fact page). During that shoot, I was very grateful for having 

technical equipment to concentrate on, because it provided a filter between me and the reality 

around me.  

 

It is well established that journalists reporting from war and conflict experience “moral-

emotional challenges and tensions” caused by witnessing trauma and suffering (Pantti 

2019:156). In my case, I was not there to engage with the refugees and hear their stories, I 

was there to report on the work of community mobile journalist Saifuddin Mohammed and his 

weekly live radio programme, aired from within the Rohingya settlement. In that sense, I 

could “hide” behind my camera and concentrate on the technical aspects; angles, shots, audio 

and light. In doing so, I was able to create an emotional distance to the suffering around me. 

Leaving the camp, I was followed by a man who asked me: “When are we going to get clean 

water?” I felt ashamed for using the camp and the refugees as props or extras in my mojo 

story, without being able to give anything back. 
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4.7. Staying independent when I was in fact dependent  

Before my travel in May 2018, I had booked accommodation and arranged the key interviews 

in Bangladesh and Uganda by emails and WhatsApp calls. But in reality, as previously 

explained, unexpected events created a situation where I had to improvise and organise things 

“on the ground”.  

 

In this project, I had limited time and resources, so I asked advice and help from my 

interviewees. This created an interesting dynamic in the power balance between me and my 

sources: First of all, I had power simply because I was a journalist to interview them, and it is 

the journalist who frames the story and decides how to portray the sources. In addition, I was 

conscious of a “second layer” of power; I was not just any journalist, but a European one, and 

my sources all made an effort, in different ways, to give the best possible impression of 

themselves and their work, some even expressing hopes that I could perhaps “put in good 

word” or help them in their future career. In that sense, they ascribed me a type of power I 

don’t really have. 

 

On the other hand, they had power over me, because I was completely dependent on them to 

get the interviews and the footage I wanted. To illustrate this situation, I will use the example 

of my main informant in Uganda, Michael Ojok. He was 26 years old at the time, a young, 

ambitious radio journalist at the community radio Speak FM in Gulu, northern Uganda, who 

also does other freelance work as a journalist to make ends meet. After my experience with 

the “talking heads” at Prothom Alo in Dhaka, I was determined that this should not happen in 

Uganda; so I had to make sure to film Michael “in action”. In addition, I was keen to find a 

female mojo journalist, because I felt the documentary was becoming too male dominated.  

 

Michael then organised a trip to Boroli Refugee Settlement where I could film him doing 

interviews with refugees in the camp, and in addition I could interview the female community 

mobile journalist Hadia Hassan, who is herself a refugee, and reports from within the camp. 

Now, the Case Study Protocol I made before leaving states that there is no payment for 

interviews. That is a normal journalistic principle which I respected, but in this case, Michael 

ended up doing a lot of other work, which I had to compensate him for: He travelled to the 

capital where he helped me process the permit needed to enter the refugee camp. He 

organised a car and a driver to take us to the refugee settlement, as well as local 
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accommodation on the way. My solution was to compensate him by covering his travel 

expenses, per diem for food and accommodation, and a lump sum for phone and mobile data 

costs.  

 

In hindsight, I realise that this situation could have compromised my journalistic integrity, as 

well as his, because it could appear that I was paying for a story, or to get his interview. The 

best solution, had I had more time and resources, would have been to separate those two roles; 

Michael should have been able to just be my interviewee and do his job a journalist, and 

instead I should have booked a professional local “fixer” to organise the necessary permits, 

logistics and accommodation. On the other hand, money transactions between sources and 

journalists are not uncommon in Uganda, partly because journalists have low salaries 

(Mwesige 2004:90) Knowing that, it could be that I was more bothered by this mixture of 

roles than Michael was.  

5. CHAPTER FIVE: MOJO TECHNOLOGY 

 

5.1 Mobile journalism and technology  

Why is MoJo happening? I think there are two primary reasons. One is the economics 

of media, basically driven by saving money. The other one is massive technological 

change.” (Quinn, September 5th 2018)  

  

This quote points to the two main factors behind the rise of mobile journalism; economics and 

technology. During the practical process of making MOJO! A mobile documentary about 

mobile journalism, I reflected a lot on the prerequisite of mobile journalism, namely mobile 

technology. Although mobile technology was not created with journalism in mind, it has in 

fact become widely used in production of media content. Through making the documentary 

MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile journalism, I gained practical experience and 

insight into both the technical and the journalistic aspects of mobile journalism.  

 

That leads me to dig deeper into my research question, as presented in Chapter 1: Is mobile 

journalism a new form of journalism, or is it just a new tool?  The research question implies a 

distinction between on one hand mobile journalism as a profession, and on the other; as a tool 

to perform journalism. In order to understand the relationship between mobile journalism and 
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technology we must take a closer look at the device itself: What are the characteristics that 

make the smartphone a good storytelling tool? Why is it used, and how?  

 

The prerequisite of mobile journalism is mobile technology, and Kjeldskov (2013:6) has 

identified seven stages of mobile technological development, where in my experience 

miniaturization, portability, connectivity and apps are of special importance to journalism.  

This chapter is a reflection on the mobile phone as a technical tool, based on my own practical 

experience, as well as observation of, and interviews with, other mojos in the project. 

 

5.2. Miniaturization and portability   

Historically, consumers have always shown an interest in smaller devices that they can carry 

with them (Kjeldskov 2013:6), and although mobile phones were not invented with 

journalism in mind, their small size have in fact proved a valuable asset to journalism. During 

my travels in Uganda and Bangladesh, I experienced first-hand the benefits of using a small 

phone instead of a big broadcast camera; I could travel alone, with my camera so to speak “in 

my pocket”, and the advantages of using a small production tool soon became evident.  

 

First of all, smartphones can contribute to keeping journalists safe, by enabling the journalist 

to blend into a crowd and attract less attention. Normally broadcast journalists are both visible 

and vulnerable with their big equipment, whereas using a mobile phone makes it easier to go 

undetected (Gunnar Grønlund, December 12th 2018). One example is the NRK report from 

the Venezuelan presidential crisis in 2019 which I present clips from in my documentary. 

During the political unrest, foreign journalists were not welcome, and those who tried to 

document what was happening faced harassment by the police. For that reason, the NRK team 

travelled to Venezuela as tourists, equipped only with mobile phones which enabled them to 

produce several reports from the city of Caracas (Magnus, 2019, nrk.no).  

 

Avoiding presenting themselves as journalists is a strategy correspondents sometimes use 

when reporting from conflict areas or authoritarian and corrupt states where journalists are 

often harassed. This is also the strategy I chose when travelling to Bangladesh and Uganda for 

this master project. Because I was not a reporter on an official trip, under the protection of a 

Norwegian media house or editor, I felt it would be unnecessary, expensive and potentially 

unsafe to apply for a journalist visa. Instead, with my small mobile phones and tripods that 

look like the selfie sticks used by tourists everywhere, I simply travelled as a tourist. 
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The second advantage is that small size makes mobile phones less intrusive and intimidating 

to interviewees. In my experience, using the phone to film and take still pictures did not make 

people as nervous or uncomfortable as I recall from my time working with big TV cameras 

and a bigger crew. As a mojo, I related to people more freely because “everybody” has a 

mobile phone, even refugees and people in marginalised communities are used to them. In 

that sense, it was easy to get close to people and unfolding events. In the interview in my 

documentary, the mojo instructor from NRK puts it like this: “The difference between 

photographing with big lenses is that photographers tend to stay further away from the object, 

observing what’s happening. Mobile journalism is not about observing, it’s about involving” 

(Gunnar Grønlund, 12.Dec.2018). 

 

In addition to size I experienced portability as one of the most important features that make 

smartphones a useful production tool. For big broadcasters and community media alike, they 

give mobility and access to stories and sources that were previously out of reach, and for me; 

It was also the reason I was able to travel to different countries and record my footage without 

much trouble. On the other hand, I realised that my experience was not necessarily 

representative for the mojos I interviewed, but rather a reflection of my own privileged 

position.  

 

For some mojos, the small size and portability of mobile phones also comes with a set of 

challenges. As Programs Manager at Speak FM in Uganda explained, people in the 

community expect journalists to have “sophisticated equipment” and get surprised when 

journalists come for live reporting with “simple phones” instead of big equipment (Komakech 

Jolly, Programs Manager, Speak FM. May 16th 2018). In his experience, such small devices 

can sometimes reduce the journalist’s authority, and cause mojos to not be taken seriously as 

professionals.  

 

In addition, using the phone as a journalistic tool requires other infrastructure to be in place. 

Take for instance my main source in Uganda, Michael Ojok; his possibility of fully exploiting 

the phone’s portability depends on several other factors, such as: a) whether he can afford to 

buy mobile data for his phone, b) even when he has the data, the mobile internet connection in 

the field might be poor or unstable, c) battery capacity on the Android phone he uses for 
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reporting is limited, and c) getting hold of good quality power banks to charge his battery is 

difficult, and for him, way too expensive.  

 

Michael also explained that ironically, the fact that mobiles are small, portable and user 

friendly, can also cause them to get spoilt, stolen or lost more easily, especially for journalists 

operating in rural areas with a lot of poverty. 

  

“For example in Amuru district, I got into a scuffle somehow, in a scenario where I 

was doing my recording, doing my interview, (..) if the leaders are not there, you 

might end up being beaten (..)  One of my colleagues had a smartphone and it was 

spoilt, it was crushed and he lost it. So you lose your smartphone that you bought 

expensively, you also lose the story, you go down to the station and they won’t 

understand how you would lose it and what you were doing!” (Michael Ojok, May 

15th 2018).  

  

5.3. Connectivity 

For my own documentary process, connectivity was paramount. Wireless internet had varying 

quality, so I made sure to buy a local SIM card with mobile data, both in Bangladesh and 

Uganda, so I had both a Norwegian and a local connection. Throughout my travels, I did not 

fear losing money, I was afraid of losing my two iPhones, because I relied entirely on them 

for bookings, contacts, maps, and logistics, but more importantly, as content creation tools. In 

that process,  securing my material was top priority, and for that I needed access to the 

internet, so as to export the footage to a digital storage cloud.  

 

Norway has replaced the old FM network with a digital radio network, but in most other 

countries, the traditional FM waves are still very important. In the course of this project, I 

learned that some mobile journalists use their phones to compensate for failing or unstable 

FM connectivity. One example from my documentary is when I accompanied the young 

community journalist Saifuddin Mohammed to a Rohingya refugee settlement in the far 

south-eastern corner of  Bangladesh, bordering Myanmar. The day we visited the camp, there 

was a cholera campaign going on, and the radio programme from the camp was aimed at 

informing the refugees about the dangers of cholera, and urging them to take the vaccine.  
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For Saifuddin’s weekly live call-in radio programme, mobile technology was key: He used 

one smartphone to stream the radio programme to the refugees via Bluetooth, and another one 

to call the radio studio, so that the refugees could pose their medical questions to the doctor 

there. In that way, mobile technology played a crucial role in connecting the radio station with 

the refugees. Saifuddin did not speak any English, but I was able to document his work in the 

settlement, and that footage plays an important role in episode 2 of my documentary. 

Saifuddin’s creative way of combining traditional radio equipment, Bluetooth and mobile 

technology illustrates the democratic and idealistic nature of mobile journalism, because his 

work as a mojo contributes to giving refugees life-saving information. 

  

The last episode of my documentary, from Uganda, shows how mobile journalism has also 

expanded connectivity for the community radio Speak FM. Established in 2012, they had only 

old-fashioned and mostly stationary equipment, primarily for doing programs in the studio 

and transmitting by FM. This meant that their access to stories, sources and listeners was 

limited. The solution came in the form of a mobile journalism training course organised by 

the media organisation Deutsche Welle Akademie in 2015, enabling journalists to report from 

communities in remote areas, as well to connect to the world wide web. 

  

Today mobile journalism has allowed Speak FM to establish an online presence which is 

aired jointly on FM as well as on Facebook Live. In addition, a weekly programme called 

Focus on Refugees, with reports from different areas in the region, is produced using 

smartphones. For Speak FM, mobile journalism has allowed them to connect with a wider 

audience, both in the region and among Ugandans abroad (Komakech Jolly, Programs 

Manager, May 16th 2018).  

 

5.4. Apps 

In this master project, I used a wide range of apps to produce my story: For instance, Google 

Maps was very useful before and during my travels. In order to arrange interviews and keep 

in contact with my sources, I used WhatsApp. To keep track of my expenses and estimate 

costs: XE currency calculator. For transport in the capital cities Dhaka and Kampala: Uber. 

And to produce the documentary  itself: The iPhone camera app, the Photos app, iMovie for 

editing, plus the external app Vont for putting title text and graphics on the movie.  
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The development of apps is one of the key factors that make mobile phones a practical 

journalistic tool. Today in Norway, iPhones are widely used in professional news production, 

most often in combination with more advanced external editing apps, such as Adobe or Luma 

Fusion. In contrast, I found that in Uganda and Bangladesh, Android devices are the dominant 

products,not just for private consumers, but for journalists as well. This is mainly due to 

pricing, as Android phones are cheaper than Apple products.  

 

For journalists, the downside is that many cheap Android phones have apps that cannot 

produce quality visuals or audio. To compensate for this, journalists download other, external 

apps. In Uganda, the young radio journalist Michael Ojok received an Android smartphone 

when he attended a training course with the German NGO Deutsche Welle Akademie. 

Because the native sound recording app on this phone gives poor audio quality, he was taught 

how to record and edit using the WavePad Free Audio Editing for Android. Instead of using 

an external microphone, this free app ensures clear recordings and that he can edit this story 

in a professional way. 

   

In my documentary, Michael explains that as a freelance journalist, the use of this app gives 

him an “edge”, meaning an advantage over other freelance journalists in the region, because 

not everyone knows how to make stories on the phone and edit with that app. Instead they 

record in the field, travel back to the station, upload their material to the computer and start 

editing. Needless to say, this process takes time. Michael, on the other hand, can sit down and 

make the story immediately after doing his interview. 

 

The beauty of mobile journalism is that you don’t have to be at the office to do your 

job, you can do it anywhere; hotel, in the vehicle, under the tree, wherever, you can do 

your story! And by the time you are back from the field, your story is either running or 

you have submitted it” (Michael Ojok, May 15th 2018)  

  

5.5. Mobile journalism and gender  

Based on my experience in this project, I suspect that mobile phones as a journalistic tool also 

carry a gender dimension. When I was a broadcast journalist from 2003-2007, all the 

cameramen and sound technicians I worked with were men. As a female journalist, I was 

interested in making stories about people, but less interested in the technological side of the 
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production. Because the cameras were big, heavy and complicated, it seemed to me that being 

a cameraman was “a man’s job”.  

 

As a woman, I find mobile journalism different, and I think it has to do with precisely these 

features of the mobile phones: miniaturization, portability, connectivity and apps. Mobile 

phones are small and user friendly, and seem less intimidating, not only to the interviewees, 

but to the journalist as well. Personally, I have no formal education in journalism or 

filmmaking, but I have taught myself to edit, based on intuitive, user-friendly apps, and the 

storytelling competency I acquired during my time in NRK. Today, “everyone” has a phone, 

and with the rise of social media, “everyone can be a storyteller” (Sumaya Omar, April 18th, 

2018). Because we are so familiar with its functions, smartphones used as a journalistic tool 

may lower the bar for women and practitioners without formal journalistic education, such as 

myself. In short: Size matters!  

 

6. CHAPTER SIX: MOJO IDEOLOGY                     

 

6.1. Journalism ideology 

The term ‘mobile journalism’ illustrates the close relationship between technology and 

journalism. At the same time, it indirectly suggests that ‘mobile journalism’ is different from 

just ‘journalism’. Moving forward, I will explore the other aspect of my research question, 

namely whether mobile journalism constitutes a new form of journalism. In order to have a 

fruitful discussion about this, we must first try to answer the following basic question: What is 

journalism? 

According to Deuze (2005), journalism can be described as the 20th century “emergence of a 

professional identity of journalists with claims to an exclusive role and status in society, based 

on and at times fiercely defended by their occupational ideology”. It follows that media and 

journalists around the world have different statuses and organisations, but are bound together 

by a “dominant occupational ideology of journalism” (Deuze 2005:445). Based on a number 

of different media and journalism scholars Deuze describes the five different ideal-typical 

values that make up this ideology (2005:445-447):  

  

• Journalists provide a public service.  
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• Journalists are neutral, objective, fair and credible.  

• Journalists must enjoy editorial autonomy, freedom and independence.  

• Journalists have a sense of immediacy (speed, fast decision-making).  

• Journalists have a sense of ethics and legitimacy.  

  

According to Deuze (2005:447) these ideal values are somewhat inconsistent, contradictory, 

and under constant debate and negotiation within the field of journalism. First of all, they are 

based on elective democracies, mainly in the Western world, whereas many journalists work 

in countries that are not democracies, but authoritarian states. Technological developments 

also challenge these classic journalistic values. Mobile journalism is precisely such a 

phenomenon, one which occurs on a global scale, wherever mobile technology is present.  

 

Hanitsch et al (2019:16) describe journalism as a “discursive social institution”, a porous and 

flexible construct that transcends national borders. In the context of this thesis, that 

description is highly relevant, because mobile journalism seems to be a a practice that has 

similarities across culture, educational status and the nation state itself - whereas the ideology 

behind the practice might take different forms.That is because journalistic values and 

ideology are not universal, but depend on the different socio-economic and cultural contexts 

in which they exist (Hanitsch et al, 2019 eds.). Such perspectives represent a useful 

framework for my investigation into mobile journalism in Bangladesh, Norway and Uganda.  

 

This thesis is focused on the practice of mobile journalism, and in Chapter 1 I defined 

journalists as those who practice mobile journalism based on an occupational journalistic 

ideology, regardless of educational background and medium. That means that in this thesis, 

both mainstream and community journalists in different media organisations in Norway, 

Uganda and Bangladesh are included.  

 

In the following, I will conduct a critical analysis of Deuze’s above mentioned occupational 

ideology of journalism. I believe that “testing” Deuze’s five ideal values up against the 

experience from this practical-theoretical Master project, can shed light on the research 

question: Is mobile journalism really a new form of journalism, or is it just a new tool? 
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6.2. Journalists provide a public service  

Originally, the term “public service” was used to describe European state broadcasting 

corporations that were established in the 1920s and 1930s, such as the BBC (1922) and NRK 

(1933). Today, the term is used more widely and refers to different types of “political 

intervention into the media market with the purpose of ensuring that broadcasters produce 

programs deemed valuable to society” (Moe and Syvertsen in Wahl-Jørgensen & Hanitzch 

2009:398)  

After having worked as a journalist in both Europe and Africa, Nyirubugara (2014) identified 

four different aspects that characterise conventional journalism on the African continent: 1) It 

mainly targets the political, intellectual and economic elites 2) the sources are mainly 

authoritative, in the sense that they come from higher socio-economic groups and elites 3) the 

poorest, most marginalised groups serve mainly as objects or decor, but are rarely given a 

chance to speak for themselves and 4) that journalism itself functions as an “exclusive realm 

for those with a degree” (Nyirubugara 2014:10) In contrast, he looks at community media and 

the role they play in countering the elitist practices of traditional media, and in that process, 

he defines “community” as people who live in the same geographical space, and share the 

same values and worldviews (Nyirubugara 2014:9).  

According to the above mentioned definition, all the mobile journalists I interviewed exercise 

a public service, whether they work in community radios, newspapers or national 

broadcasters. For instance, the Norwegian broadcaster NRK is state owned and financed 

through license fees, whereas the community radios I visited in Uganda and Bangladesh, are 

defined as non profit, grassroots-owned broadcasters, regulated through public policies. In 

Bangladesh, they refer to community radio as “the voice of the voiceless”, and a tool for 

social progress for the rural disadvantaged population (Khan et al, 2017:95). Similarly, in 

Uganda, the Broadcasting Policy Act of 2006 also includes community media and underpins 

their role in social development (The Broadcasting Policy, 2008:33).  

For community mobile journalists, public service means empowering members of 

marginalised communities by pointing to solutions rather than just reporting problems. In that 

sense, mobile technology provides a public service by “making information available to 

growing numbers of people from increasingly different walks of life and geographic regions.” 

(Zelizer 2019:346) For instance in Bangladesh, one of my interviewees from BBC Media 

Action told me that “mythbusting” is very important for mobile community journalists, 

https://www.ucc.co.ug/files/downloads/BROADCASTING_POLICY_SEPT_08.pdf
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because many of the Rohingya refugees are illiterate, superstitious and lack proper 

information. Regarding things like vaccines, some believe that if they take the vaccine, they 

will become Christian. Others believe that taking the vaccine can cause them to never go back 

to Myanmar again. According to my source, mobile journalism about health, human rights or 

other societal issues can ultimately save lives (Hisham Khan, BBC Media Action, May 2018). 

    

6.3. Journalists are neutral, objective, fair and credible  

This is one of the classic ideals of journalism, as described by Deuze (2005) Being credible 

and fair are important features of professional journalism, not just for state broadcasters, but 

also for the mobile journalists I interviewed in Uganda and Bangladesh. For instance, during 

my interviews in Uganda, the Programs Manager at the community radio Speak FM 

emphasised the importance of upholding journalistic standards by giving listeners accurate 

information, and not abusing their trust, because as he says: “.. they trust radio more than their 

local leaders!”   

  

And that is why our work is not something which is simple, you need to do a lot of 

research, you need to know the different laws, you need to read the Bible or even the 

Quran, you need to know even things on health, education, agriculture and all that 

(Komakech Jolly, Programs Manager, Speak FM. May 16th 2018).   

  

The interesting thing is that although Komakech stresses that journalists must be 

knowledgeable, fair and credible, he does not mention the journalistic ideal of objectivity. 

Most likely, it is because of the Speak FM mandate as a “a nonpartisan community radio 

station affiliated to the Forum For Women in Democracy (Speak FM Facebook page), a Non-

Governmental Organization engaged in advocacy, training, research and publication to 

promote gender equality in all areas of decision making, envisioning a just and fair society 

where women and men equally participate in and benefit from decision making processes.” 

(UNESCO) The mandate says “non-partisan”, but the organisation behind the radio is in no 

way non-partisan, and that means journalists working for Speak FM are involved in a type of 

“interventionist” journalism which acts on behalf of socially disadvantaged groups with an 

aim to promote change (Hanitsch 2007:373). 
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Today, the classic ideal of objectivity seems to be getting more and more resistance from 

media practitioners around the world. One example is my interview with the founders of the 

global mobile journalism network Hashtag Our Stories, Yusuf and Sumaya Omar, that I 

interviewed in Oslo in April 2018.  As mobile journalists, they are inspired by constructive 

journalism and solutions based storytelling, and don’t buy into the idea that professional 

journalism must be objective. 

 

Firstly I think the notion that traditional media has ever been truly objective is bullshit 

(..) I think every news organization in the world has always maintained some sort of 

an agenda, some sort of a stance, whether they declare it publicly or not. They come 

with a set of values, they come from a set of countries, and with that they come with 

values, attitudes and beliefs that shape the kinds of stories they tell, the kinds of parts 

of the world that they prioritize, in the way that they tell stories (Yusuf Omar, April 

18th, 2018).  

  

With the rise of mobile journalism and social media, the traditional ideal of objectivity is 

being discredited and challenged around the world.  Omar argues that traditional media 

should take a clear stand on important societal issues instead of clinging to what he calls a 

‘pseudo objectivity’. These examples show «how deeply journalism is grounded in its 

historical contexts, and the political, economic, social, and cultural conditions within which it 

exists” (Hanitzsch et al 2019:16)  

 

The Worlds of Journalism Study, from which this quote is borrowed, demonstrates how the 

classic values of objectivity and impartiality are not necessarily a prerequisite for 

professionalism. Put simply, one could say that journalists in rich elective democracies just 

interpret and practice their occupational ideology differently from those who operate in low-

income, corrupt or authoritarian states. The mobile journalists I interviewed in this project 

have a strong professional identity placed at the “interventionist” end of the spectrum.  

 

6.4. Journalists must enjoy editorial autonomy, freedom and independence 

In many parts of the world, media has in fact been heavily institutionalised and politically 

controlled, as was the case in Norway, when NRK was under total state monopoly from 1933 

to 1981 (Brief history nrk.no). History also shows that media have on a number of occasions 

also been used as an instrument, taking active part in human rights atrocities, and agitating on 
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behalf of certain political interests, for instance during the “Third Reich” in Nazi-Germany, as 

well as before and during the genocide in Rwanda in 1994 (Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch 

2009:8).  

In this Master project, I did not have an editor, so I was my own editor and enjoyed complete 

freedom and independence during the making of my story.  At the same time, I knew very 

well that working under those conditions is a rare privilege. In this project, I found that 

mobile journalists generally see editorial autonomy, freedom and independence as important 

values, but the ability to exercise that freedom varies, depending on the country they work in, 

and what media they work for.  

Mobile journalists, whether they work in national broadcasters, such as NRK, big newspapers 

like the daily Prothom Alo, or small community radios with very specific mandates, all find 

themselves balancing at the intersection between what we can call being the “the voice of the 

people” and “the voice of the authorities”. That means tension may arise when they exercise 

their role as a “watchdog” by criticizing authorities and holding governments accountable. 

Both Uganda and Bangladesh are listed as “partly free” authoritarian states which both 

monitor the population’s media use, and put limitations on editorial autonomy (Freedom on 

the Net 2018). For instance in Uganda, that has led to crackdowns and harassment of editors 

and journalists, resulting in a type of “self-censorship” where some professional journalists 

avoid making stories that could get them in trouble with the authorities (Jonathan Tusubira, 

May 2018). 

Ugandan media is mostly based in the capital and urban centers, and following that, their 

sources have traditionally been dominated by government officials and local leaders. In a 

country where more than 70% of the population lives in rural areas, media houses today are 

welcoming contributions from mobile journalists reporting from remote areas, because “it is 

going to save them on the cost, but is also going to make them more relevant” (Jonathan 

Tusubira, May 2018). In that sense, mobile journalism contributes to editorial and journalistic 

autonomy by challenging official narratives through a wider and more diverse pool of 

sources. 

6.5. Journalists have a sense of immediacy (speed, fast decision -making 

In this project, I discovered that mobile journalism’s main attraction is not just cost-cutting, 

but it enables media houses to deliver news more quickly. My informants in Uganda, Norway 
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and Bangladesh all point to speed as one of the main benefits of mobile journalism, as it 

reduces the time it takes to produce and deliver media content. Although a lot of mobile 

phones today can shoot in 4K, and produce high definition images, Gunnar Grønlund (2018) 

from the Norwegian state broadcaster insists that speed is also the most important feature of 

mobile video journalism.   

.. the best photographer I know is the fastest photographer. I mean, working fast is 

very important, because then you are able to record what is actually happening (..) if 

you don’t shoot what actually happened, you have lost it, you can’t ask people to do it 

again (Gunnar Grønlund, 12.Dec.2018).  

To him, the ability to work fast is one of the main advantages of mobile reporting, and in his 

view, that is more important than pixel quality. According to Deuze (2005) journalists’ main 

job is to report news, which ‘stresses the novelty of information as its defining principle’. 

Today internet and social media puts pressure on journalists to deliver news as quickly as 

possible, resulting in “a so-called ‘non-stop’ 24/7-digital environment” (Pavlik, 1999; Hall, 

2001 in Deuze 2005:449), a crowded digital information space where it is almost impossible 

for legacy media to be first with anything. In that sense, it is understandable that legacy media 

have also embraced mobile journalism, but according to interviewees in my documentary, 

they have to balance speed with other ideological values of professional broadcasters: to fact 

check, verify and contextualize. 

So an explosion takes place in Oslo today, and the where it is and what happened and 

who it's by, will probably be aggregated on Twitter far quicker than NRK or any of the 

broadcasters can deploy. The why and the how is the job of the media today, I believe. 

That's where we fit in, to make sense of it all (Yusuf Omar, April 2018).  

  

In short: citizens who happen to be on the scene might be first in providing raw footage of the 

incident, whereas professional mobile journalists are able to combine speed and professional 

contextualization. 

 

6.6. Journalists have a sense of ethics and legitimacy 

We assume, as implied at the beginning of this chapter, that journalism is a benevolent 

force of social good, essential to citizenship, and that it constitutes a “fourth estate” or 

plays a “watchdog role” by providing a check on excesses of state power. As such, we 
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also assume that journalists understand themselves as defenders of free speech and as 

independent forces for the common good (Wahl-Jorgensen & Hanitzsch 2009). 

 

During my time at the Norwegian state broadcaster, we operated in accordance with the Code 

of Ethics of the Norwegian Press, which includes, among other things, ensuring accuracy of 

information, giving accused subjects the possibility to respond, avoiding mis-representation 

and stereotyping, and avoiding accepting money or paying money to sources. In my Master 

project, I carried forth these values, and it seemed to me that most of the journalists I 

interviewed for my Master project did the same. They expressed a strong sense of ethics and 

legitimacy, because they believe that they provide a public service, and strive to give fair and 

factual information that holds authorities accountable.  

 

In my project, I interviewed a wide range of mojos in different occupational roles, ranging 

from print, to state broadcasters and community radios. Several of these mojos work at the 

intersection of journalism and activism. According to Deuze & Witschge, 2005 in 2018:168) 

we should not assume “that the types of journalism emerging outside and alongside legacy 

news organizations are necessarily different or oppositional to the core values, ideals, and 

practices of the profession”. The mobile journalists I interviewed in Uganda and Bangladesh 

demonstrated clearly that they have a sense of ethics and legitimacy, as suggested by Deuze 

(2005), because bringing the voices of local communities into the center of journalism is in 

essence an ethical decision.  

 

Mobile community reporting is an approach to journalism that counters the top-down 

approach of conventional media by applying the opposite approach; to find out “what the 

bottom thinks” (Nyirubugara, 2014:46) This way of practicing journalism “places these 

voices ‘from below’ at the top of the hierarchy of access, a practice that acknowledges 

ordinary people as experts in their own lives and experiences” (Atton in Wahl-Jorgensen and 

Hanitzsch 2009:268). As this chapter demonstrates, mobile journalists are in fact journalists 

with a professional ideology and ethical mindset. 

 

7. CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION  
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7.1. Mobile journalism as a tool  

In the previous chapters I have analysed two different aspects of mobile journalism: Chapter 5 

describes the technology behind mobile journalism, and Chapter 6 looks at mobile journalism 

in relation to traditional journalism ideology. Together they provide a solid basis for the 

discussion of my research question: Is mobile journalism a new form of journalism, or is it 

just a new tool?  

 

One way of looking at it implies that mobile technology is simply a tool journalists use to 

produce and spread information. Since the dawn of professional journalism, media and 

journalists have used different technologies to convey their messages; from bullhorns, 

alphabets, cameras and now; to mobile phones. In addition, all inventions build in some way 

or the other on previous ones. That means journalism has always depended on technology, 

and as a profession, used technical innovations to “expand their capacity to collect, document, 

present and spread information” (Zelizer 2019:344). If we follow that logic, the mobile phone 

is simply one of many in a long line of media inventions. 

 

Nonetheless, mobile journalism, as with all journalism, is about making the most out of the 

technical equipment at hand. As journalists constantly adapt to new technologies, acquiring 

new competencies and mastering the equipment is paramount. Personally, I would never have 

made a documentary all by myself, were it not for the possibility to work with a tool I am 

familiar with, namely the “production tool in my pocket”. I suspect that feeling of familiarity 

is one of the main reasons behind the rise of mobile journalism. As described in Chapter 5, 

the mobile phone has developed from a relatively simple communication tool, to a full-

fledged digital production unit with a wide variety of applications that allow for different 

types of recording, editing and transmitting material.  

 

In the previous chapters, I described some of the characteristics and functions of mobile 

phones that make it a practical journalistic tool, such as miniaturization, portability, 

connectivity and apps. In many cases, these functions do not only make the smartphone a 

practical tool, but even the best tool.  As a former broadcast journalist, I found the smartphone 

to be less intimidating than big broadcast cameras, because the technology is intuitive and 

user friendly, as well as less intrusive to the interviewees. Furthermore, the Norwegian 

episode of my documentary shows how mobile phones contribute to keeping journalists safe, 

especially when reporting from marginalised communities, conflict zones or dangerous 
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environments. Finally, smartphones make it easier to work fast. As the young Ugandan mojo 

Michael pointed out; it has made him more mobile and more efficient (Michael Ojok, May 

15th 2018). 

 

My research question taps into a classical discourse about the relationship between journalism 

and technology. Although many discourses from the past decades are centered around 

digitalisation, they are relevant to mobile journalism for the following reasons: The 

smartphone is in fact a digital tool, and the principal question it raises is the same; namely to 

what extent the technology impacts the profession. Using four variables from Pavlik (2000), 

this Master project confirms that mobile technology does in fact change media content, 

journalistic practice, newsroom organisation and the relationship between media organisations 

and their publics:   

 

• Mobile journalism changes journalistic practice by allowing journalists to become more 

mobile, covering larger geographical areas, working faster and reporting straight from the 

field.  

• Mobile journalism changes media content because it gives access to a wider range of 

stories and sources. The result is content that is more diverse, more relevant and reflects a 

broader demographic spectrum. 

• Mobile journalism changes the structure and organisation of the newsroom because 

journalists have become less stationary, less dependent on the technical equipment of their 

employer, and thus more autonomous. In addition, media organisations interact with a 

wider group of content producers, from citizen reporters, to stringers, freelancers and 

semi-skilled journalists. 

• As a result, the relationship between media organisations and their publics is both 

diversified and strengthened, as the boundary around the newsroom becomes more 

porous, making “the newsroom a central locus in which a variety of fragmented actor-

networks find themselves tied together to create an occupation’ (Anderson, 2011 in Deuze 

and  Witschge 2018:170). 

 

Through observing and interviewing mojos in Norway, Bangladesh and Uganda, I registered 

the above mentioned changes related to the use of mobile phones as a production tool. In that 

sense, I found that the use of smartphones used as a journalistic storytelling tool does in fact 

constitute a “game changer” (Westlund 2013:16). The reason is that the technology itself 
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allows journalists to operate in new ways. One example is from episode 3 of my 

documentary, where I was in northern Uganda, travelling to Boroli Refugee Settlement with 

two mobile journalists from the community radio Speak FM:  

 

We used to dwell so much on the recorders. But when we got trained, we actually 

realised that the smartphones that most people do have at the moment, can be used to 

do a very good job as in reporting issues in the community. So with that we actually 

became self-reliant. We rely entirely on the mobile phones, and we can go the field 

and begin to report things directly, even with pictures (..) many things changed: we 

actually started being present on social media platforms, we opened up a Facebook 

page, and that actually helped us a lot to recruit several other listeners who were not 

even aware of Speak FM (Okello Willy, May 15th 2018). 

 

This quote demonstrates clearly how mobile technology is changing both journalistic 

processes and output in fundamental ways. On the other hand, there is no need to glorify 

mobile phones as production tools, because change is in itself not a normative concept. All 

technologies have certain functions, while lacking others, as well as certain advantages and 

limitations. A journalist is always at the mercy of her tool, and mobile technology is no 

exception.  

 

7.2. Mobile journalism as a new form of journalism 

We have established that mobile technology as a production tool does have implications for 

media content, journalistic practice, newsroom organisation and the relationship between 

media organisations and their publics. But that does not necessarily imply that mobile 

journalism is changing journalism itself, or for that matter, that it represents a new form of 

journalism.  

 

According to the Al Jazeera mojo guide, the strengths of mobile journalism lie at the 

intersection of these three characteristics: Skills, technology and equipment (2017:5). During 

the course of my project, only two things were determined by technology: First of all, 

everything had to be filmed in daylight because the iPhone SE camera cannot record quality 

footage in the dark. Secondly: The format and length of the documentary had to be tailored to 

optimise for mobile consumption on YouTube. Apart from those two aspects, I found that the 
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work of a mojo builds on the same journalistic skills and mindset as conventional journalism, 

such as finding a good story angle, the right sources and collecting and verifying data.  

 

Moving on, Deuze and Witschge (2018:177) see the field of journalism as “a profession in a 

permanent process of becoming”, and encourages us to look beyond the traditional 

definitions, and instead focus on the lived experience of journalists and the act of doing 

journalism. That is precisely what this Master project has tried to do. The mobile phone can 

not itself produce a story it just enables the journalist to do so. In addition, the mobile phone 

cannot compete with a professional broadcast camera in terms of technical and aesthetic 

quality. To compensate for that, I had to make the most of the journalistic “toolbox” which is 

situated in my brain and performed with my hands. In practice, the whole story was shaped by 

journalistic principles, values and techniques that I acquired during my former employment as 

a broadcast journalist. 

 

As established previously, I interviewed journalists from a wide variety of educational and 

professional backgrounds. Although mobiles are a practical tool, working fast can cause 

mobile journalists to cut corners and compromise on quality, because those who are not 

formally trained might not have the necessary technical skills or ethical integrity to ensure a 

professional outcome. Furthermore, as described in Chapter 4, journalism is about selection, 

and neither conventional journalism, nor mobile community reporters tell the whole story, 

they both leave gaps (Nyirubugara 2014:104). Whereas conventional journalism is too elite-

oriented and geographically, Nyirubugara claims that mobile journalism has weaknesses 

related to fact checking, ethics and limited sources.  

 

The term ‘mobile journalism’ indirectly suggests that ‘mobile journalism’ is different from 

just ‘journalism’. Hanitsch (2007) defines journalism culture “as a set of ideas (values, 

attitudes, and beliefs), practices (of cultural production), and artifacts (cultural products, 

texts). Furthermore, he points to the way journalists think and act; as a manifestation of that 

culture: “a particular set of ideas and practices by which journalists, consciously and 

unconsciously, legitimate their role in society and render their work meaningful for 

themselves and others.” In this project, I found that the journalists who participated, as well as 

myself, identified with professional journalistic ideology, and we all strived to uphold 

journalistic standards in our work. In that sense, one could say that the stories we produced 
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were simply journalism, even if the tool was mobile. But was that journalism different from 

other types of journalism?  

 

In my case, I made a relatively traditional documentary, filmed in a horizontal format and 

using relatively conventional narrative techniques. Most of my interviewees also made 

traditional radio og video reports, just using the mobile as a tool instead of traditional 

recorders. In contrast, I found that Yusuf and Sumaya Omar from the global mobile storyteller 

network Hashtag Our Stories had a very different approach. For them mobile journalism is 

about creating stories that are “mobile optimized”, and that requires adapting the whole 

creation process and the output to the mobile format:  

 

By creating on a mobile device, by doing the end-to-end, from shooting, editing, the 

value adds.. everything on a mobile phone, it allows us to think about how mobile 

consumers are actually watching our content (..) So for us mobile journalism has been 

a way to enhance our storytelling to make it more relevant to the devices that people 

are actually consuming it on (Sumaya Omar, April 18th, 2018). 

 

In my interview with Sumaya and Yusuf Omar they told me that generally there is a negative 

bias towards mobile apps and devices, because they are often used by young people to share 

“nudies” or to do “gimmicky things”. For the Omars, there is no reason to not use mobile 

phones to communicate serious subject matter. For example, Yusuf Omar became famous in 

journalistic circles in 2016, when he was Mobile Editor of the Hindustan Times. Using the 

Snapchat application, he was able to tell the story of Indian rape survivors, while ensuring 

their anonymity by hiding their faces behind Snapchat face filters (Zeidler 2016).  

 

The innovative approach was twofold; a) using the Snapchat technology for a journalistic 

purpose to which it wasn’t designed, b) involving and empowering the survivors by letting 

them swipe on the screen and choose their own face filters. (Yusuf Omar, April 18th, 2018). 

After this, Omar went on to make several other stories on Snapchat and other digital 

platforms. In doing so, he became known for the new genre “Snapchat journalism” and was 

credited for having pioneered a new form of journalism. But had he, really?  

 

This Master project demonstrates that today, newsgathering, editing, and packaging take place 

in a lot of different settings both inside and outside legacy media, and content may be 
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generated and packaged in many different ways, and by many different types of actors. For 

that reason, it has become obvious to me that journalism is something separate from the tool; 

it is a craft that requires thinking and acting as a journalist, and that again is based on a 

professional identity, and a set of ideological values. The question is whether these values 

differ depending on whether the journalist uses a mobile phone or a big broadcast camera?  

I don’t think not. Although the mobile journalists I met and interacted with had various 

ideological and professional backgrounds, they seemed to be bound together by a sense of 

purpose, a sense of ethics and legitimacy, and a wish to provide a public service. None of 

these values are unique to mobile journalism, but are shared by professional journalists in 

different media, countries and occupational roles. 

 

I believe this is what Barbie Zelizer (2019) means when she argues that journalism is about 

more than the technology, and that focusing on technology obscures the true nature of 

journalism. Having worked in broadcasting, I know that print media and TV have different 

storytelling techniques. Breaking news and in-depth feature stories have their own distinct 

formats. Optimising and adjusting content to the format and platform on which it is going to 

be presented or consumed, is also nothing new. In short; even if journalists continually adapt 

to new technologies, there is something that remains stable in journalism, across technological 

change, because “ it is journalism that gives technology purpose, shape, perspective, meaning 

and significance, not the other way around.” (Zelizer 2019). 

 

7.3. Mobile journalism and power  

The last point I would like to make about mobile journalism, is related to the democratic 

aspect. Before, when media equipment was big, heavy, technically complicated and overly 

expensive, it was the media houses who controlled the ‘means of production’, to paraphrase a 

Marxist term. Today, journalists are no longer the only ones who can afford or master the 

technology required for newsgathering and storytelling, as any person with a smartphone can 

become a mobile storyteller. In this project, I found that focusing on mobile journalism as a 

practice, rather than using definitions based on education or formal employment, erased the 

sharp boundaries between professionals and amateurs, journalists and activists.  

 

Such an approach challenges existing definitions of journalism, and who may call herself a 

journalist. By employing the practical-theoretical method “studying mobile journalism by 

doing mobile journalism”, I experienced first-hand how “new media technologies challenge 
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one of the most fundamental ‘truths’ in journalism, namely: the professional journalist is the 

one who determines what publics see, hear and read about the world” (Fulton, 1996; Singer, 

1998 in Deuze 2005: 51). In essence, new media technologies represent a major shift of 

power, not just over the ‘means of production’, but over information itself, and ultimately, 

over truth. In my documentary, Sumaya Omar of Hashtag Our Stories, explains this 

democratisation of media in the following way: 

  

So, I mean everyone can be a storyteller, because we all have this tool in our tool in 

our hands. And journalists are very afraid, because this mobile revolution has basically 

meant that there's this democratisation happening, that everyone can be a storyteller 

(..) And so it's never been more important to have journalists around who understand 

that what this mobile revolution means is that we just have more sources, and more 

cameras, and that means more perspectives, more angles, and that can only mean more 

truth (Sumaya Omar, April 18th, 2018). 

  

Mobile technology has not just caused journalists to lose monopoly over the dissemination of 

information, they have also lost their monopoly as producers of media content. In my 

interview with the Omars, they seem to see citizen journalism, user generated content 

produced by “accidental witnesses” and professional journalism not as competitive, but 

complementary practices. I find this perspective useful, because looking at the media 

landscape through that lens sheds light on my research question, as described in the following 

chain of thought:  

 

Smartphones challenge the power and hegemony of traditional media and the professional 

journalist, as any amateur with a mobile phone can post a story online and reach global 

audiences in an instant (Westlund 2013:18). If the traditional role of the journalist is exclusive 

- as in having the exclusive right to tell stories and make meaning of the world - and the 

traditional role of media is elitist, then one could say that the democratic nature of mobile 

journalism does actually represent a new form of journalism.  

 

On the other hand, we can also look at it the opposite way: This Master project has 

established that mobile journalism accommodates diverse sources from a wide demographic 

spectrum. The practice also opens up for different types of journalists, with different socio-

economic and educational backgrounds. In addition, it brings stories and perspectives from 
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marginalised communities from the periphery to the center of journalism. In that sense, it does 

not represent a new form of journalism. Rather, it represents a challenge to, and a 

strengthening of, the ethics and legitimacy of traditional journalism.  

8. CHAPTER EIGHT: CONCLUSION 
 

This Master project investigates the research question: Is mobile journalism a new form of 

journalism, or is it just a new tool? The practical-theoretical approach involved the making of 

MOJO! A mobile documentary about mobile journalism, and the thesis is a reflection on the 

documentary process, in light of relevant media theory and research.  

 

The method can be summed up as “studying mobile journalism by doing mobile journalism”, 

and focused on the lived experience of mobile journalists in Norway, Bangladesh and 

Uganda. Qualitative data was generated through my own journalistic process, as well as 

through interviewees with mojos and media professionals. Across culture, class and 

occupational roles, mojos point to miniaturisation, portability, connectivity and apps as 

smartphone functions that allow them to create more media content, faster and easier.  

 

In the process of making of the documentary, I experienced first-hand the advantages of using 

the mobile phone as a journalistic production tool. Mobile phones feel less intimidating than 

big broadcast cameras – both for the journalist and the interviewees. In terms of safety, 

smartphones are discreet and allow journalists to work without attracting too much attention. 

Furthermore, mobile journalism has opened up for sources and journalists from more diverse 

socio-economic backgrounds, bringing the voices of remote communities and marginalized 

groups from the periphery to the mainstream of journalism. Because the technology is simple, 

user friendly and relatively cheap, “anyone can be a storyteller”, as one of my interviewees 

said, and in that sense mobile journalism contributes strongly to the democratization of media. 

In addition, mobile journalism seems to change media content, journalistic practice, 

newsroom organisation and the relationship between media organisations and their publics.  

 

So, does that make mobile journalism a new form of journalism, or is it just a new tool?  

Mobile journalism does in fact inspire new storytelling techniques, but that does not 

necessarily make it a new form of journalism. Rather, it represents revitalisation of 

journalism. The practice of mobile journalism is based on occupational values which are 
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shared by legacy and mobile journalists alike. Although these values are interpreted and 

practiced differently around the world, there is something which is stable, namely that 

“technology does not become, replace or stand for journalism. Defining journalism in 

conjunction with its technology often ends up confusing stage with reality, foreground with 

background, modality with environment” (Zelizer 2019:344). 

 

Journalism is a craft and an ideology which existed before mobile technology, and will 

continue to exist, no matter which tools we use, and how technology develops.  
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APPENDIX 1: SOURCES 

  
Interviews in Bangladesh 
Qualitative Interviews in Dhaka were conducted in Dhaka, Cox’s Bazaar and Leda Camp (Rohingya 

settlement)       
                                                         

1. Dr. Jamil Khan, Mobile Journalism Specialist • Selim Khan, Overseas Editor 

2. Tareq Mahmud, Sports Journalist   

3. Nirupa Pal, Radio Reporter, Bangladesh Betar   

4. Hisam Khan, Radio Producer, BBC Media Action   

5. Saifuddin Muhammed Mamun, Reporter, Naf Community Radio   

6. Mahfuja Akter Munny, Assistant Programmer, Naaf Community Radio 

7. Joya Paul Happy, Programmer, Naaf Community Radio                                              

 

Interviews in Uganda   
I conducted qualitative interviews in Kampala, Gulu, Adjumani and Boroli Refugee Settlement. 
                                                         

1. Micheal Ojok, Journalist at Speak FM and Cross-Border Network of Ugandan and South 

Sudanese radios   

2. Willy Okello, Journalist/Host, Speak FM   

3. Hadia Hassan, Community Reporter, Boroli Refugee Settlement 

4. Komakech Jolly, Programs Manager, Speak FM 

5. Miriam Ohlsen, Country Representative, Deutsche Welle Akademie 

  
Interviews in Norway  
Interviews conducted at in Oslo  

1. Sumaya Omar, Hashtag Our Stories, Oslo Metropolitan University, April 18th 2018 

2. Yusuf Omar, Hashtag Our Stories, Oslo Metropolitan University, April 18th 2018 

3. Gunnar Grønlund, mojo trainer, NRK, December 12th 2018. 

 
                                              

Note: Not all interviewees were included in the documentary, but the data from these 

interviews is saved for later research. 
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APPENDIX 2: CASE STUDY PROTOCOL 

 

 

CASE STUDY PROTOCOL: Studying mobile journalism by doing mobile journalism  

  
A) Overview of case study: 

• Objective: Studying mobile journalism by doing mobile journalism 

• Method: Video documentary filmed on mobile phone in Bangladesh, Uganda and Norway. 

Theoretical analysis of documentary process and output. 

• Case study 1: Print media in Bangladesh: Prothom Alo 

• Case study 2: Community Radio in Uganda: Speak FM 

• Case study 3: TV in Norway: Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) 

  
B) Data collection procedures 

• Ethics and consent: Interviewees participating in documentary under full name. No payment 

for giving interviews. 

• Translation: All interviews to be done in English, if possible. Use local translator if 

necessary. 

• Security: Use drivers and fixers with credible references and local expertise.  

• Gender balance: Strive to find both male and female interviewees   

  
C) Data collection questions 

• Make interview guide: Based on research question, make interview guide with themes and 

concrete questions 

• Flexibility: Adapt interview plan and questions to the context, time frame and 

position/personality of interviewee. 

• Sources of evidence: Editors. Journalists. Community reporters. NGO’s and other media 

professionals. 

  
D) Guide for case study report 

• Academic thesis: Analysis of documentary process and method in light of relevant media 

articles and academic literature.  

• Publication of documentary: Online platform like Youtube or Vimeo. Free access 

• Submit to: Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo 
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW GUIDE 

 

INTERVIEW GUIDE  

Theme 1 
Journalistic tool 

Questions: 
• How did you learn mobile journalism? 

• How do you find the mobile phone as compared to 

traditional production equipment? 

• Technical advantages of mobile reporting? 

• Technical difficulties?  

Theme 2  
Journalistic practice  

Questions 
• How do you use your phone to make stories? 

• Why do you use the phone to make stories? 

• Which apps do you use? How? 

• How has mobile journalism changed the way you work? 

Theme 3  
Media content and newsroom 

organisation  

Questions: 
• What do you (like to) make stories about? Examples? 

• Who do you interview? 

• How does the phone contribute to new or different 

content? 

• Has newsroom organisaton changed because of mobile 

reporting? How? 
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